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Medical equipment, for the purpose of this toolkit, can be broadly defined as any device that is used to diagnose, treat, monitor or rehabilitate a patient that is not implantable, disposable or single-use.

In this toolkit, the terms ‘equipment’ and ‘device’ are used interchangeably for readability.

Note however the following, more specific and more accurate, definitions of health technology, medical device and medical equipment provided by the World Health Organization (WHO):

Health technology: The application of organised knowledge and skills in the form of devices, medicines, vaccines, procedures and systems developed to solve a health problem and improve quality of life. It is used interchangeably with health-care technology.

Medical device: An article, instrument, apparatus or machine that is used in the prevention, diagnosis or treatment of illness or disease, or for detecting, measuring, restoring, correcting or modifying the structure or function of the body for some health purpose. Typically, the purpose of a medical device is not achieved by pharmacological, immunological or metabolic means.

Medical equipment: Medical devices requiring calibration, maintenance, repair, user training, and decommissioning – activities usually managed by clinical engineers. Medical equipment is used for the specific purposes of diagnosis and treatment of disease or rehabilitation following disease or injury; it can be used either alone or in combination with any accessory, consumable, or other piece of medical equipment. Medical equipment excludes implantable, disposable or single-use medical devices.

“"It is not enough to do good; one must do it in a good way."”
Marquis de Condorcet, French philosopher (1743-94)
Many visitors to poorly resourced hospitals in low and middle income countries are instantly struck by the lack of medical equipment and the sheer quantity that is broken, unused or inappropriate. Often, as a result of this experience people become aware of the potential for equipment donation.

However well-intentioned, donations of medical equipment are frequently ineffective and unsustainable, and can create more problems than they solve. To address the need for UK guidance for appropriate medical equipment donations overseas, THET has supported the production this toolkit.

Health partnerships or ‘links’ between healthcare institutions in the UK and low or middle income country counterparts can provide a suitable framework within which to make a donation. Working in partnership means avoiding prescriptive projects, and focuses on collaboration, on-going dialogue and shared objectives between individuals and institutions at every level. In the context of medical equipment, this means low-resource hospitals and health centres not only get the right equipment, but crucially, the right training and support to maintain it for the long-term benefit of the hospital, health workers and, ultimately, patients.

This toolkit provides UK-specific guidance to health partnerships to assist them in evaluating whether or not to donate, and how to do so effectively. It aims to be a practical resource which also leads to an understanding of good practice for medical equipment donations, and an understanding of the role of medical equipment personnel and the root causes of why so much equipment ends up unused and unusable.

We hope that this will contribute to improved communication between UK and overseas institutions and result in appropriate donations or suitable alternatives in the future.

Jane Cockerell
Chief Executive, THET
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ABOUT THIS TOOLKIT

WHO IS THIS TOOLKIT FOR?
This toolkit is designed as a guidance document for the UK and developing country (DC) partners involved in health partnerships. The principles of good donation practice presented are intended to guide both the donors and recipients of medical equipment donations equally. However, there is a stronger focus on the practicalities for the UK partners (donors), given that logistics and regulations for equipment recipients vary by country. It may also be useful for anyone interested in finding out more about issues surrounding the donation and management of medical equipment in low-resource settings, such as medical charities and DC health institutions soliciting and receiving donations, policy makers, NHS managers, and health advisors from the UK or other countries. While the case studies and research presented in this toolkit focus on the experiences of health partnerships in the UK and developing countries in sub-Saharan Africa, the principles of good practice are applicable to other contexts as well.

WHAT DOES THIS TOOLKIT COVER?
Each section covers one stage of the donation process and offers guidance on the supply and shipping of an equipment donation and on how to ensure it is effectively put into service and maintained over its lifespan. This includes the main activities and tasks; responsibilities of the UK and DC partners; key additional stakeholders; common challenges; practicalities to consider; and signposts to further resources and guidance.

This toolkit answers practical questions, such as how to perform a needs assessment for a medical equipment donation, and how to determine whether the partners have the capacity - together - to meet the needs. It provides guidance for developing a project plan to manage the donation, and for tools and resources to monitor and evaluate it.

WHAT THIS TOOLKIT IS NOT
The intention of this document is to provide a simple step-by-step methodology and flag issues to consider when making donations of medical equipment to low-resource settings. Users are reminded that it is in no way designed to be prescriptive and the information in this toolkit does not constitute legal advice. International equipment transfers are complex and highly fact specific and this guidance should not be used as a substitute for obtaining personal advice and consultation prior to making decisions regarding individual circumstances.

INTRODUCTION OVERVIEW

- About THET and Health Partnerships
- About medical equipment in low-resource settings
  - The importance of maintaining and managing equipment
  - The people behind the equipment
- About medical equipment donations
  - Power dynamics and cultural differences
  - Communication
  - Sustainability
  - What about medicine and medical supply donations?
- Equipment donations globally
- Who makes donations in the UK?
  - Health Partnerships
  - Equipment donation organisations & charities
  - Aid agencies
  - Other supply organisations
- Legislative context for equipment donations from the UK
About THET and Health Partnerships

The Tropical Health and Education Trust (THET) is a specialist global health organisation that educates, trains and supports health workers through partnerships, enabling people in low- and middle-income countries to access essential healthcare. THET has been working with structured health partnerships or ‘links’ between healthcare institutions in the UK and low or middle income country counterparts for twenty five years. These institutions may be hospitals, professional associations, universities or other training institutions whose primary focus is delivery of health services or the training of health workers.

Health partnerships are designed to improve the quality of health workforce development and capacity of the existing global health workforce whose primary focus is delivery of health services or the training of health workers.

THET also directly manages long-term partnerships with civil society and Ministry of Health institutions in Somaliland and Zambia, delivering large-scale programmes to support national health workforce development objectives in those countries.

About Medical Equipment in Low-Resource Settings

Many developing country hospitals lack the functional medical equipment they require to diagnose, monitor, treat and rehabilitate patients. It is one of the main challenges healthcare workers on the front lines of service delivery in developing countries report. Imagine the difficulties faced by a neonatal nurse caring for infants on a ward that doesn’t have functional resuscitation equipment, incubators or oxygen.

There is no medical care without medical equipment.

The World Health Organization (WHO) has estimated that 50-80% of medical equipment in developing countries is broken down, or ‘out of service’ [1]. The largest study done to date indicates that the figure is closer to 40% [2], as does recent country experience in Zambia [3,4]. In high-income countries by comparison, less than 1% of medical equipment is out of service [5].

These figures are high and yet they don’t account for the differences between what equipment developing country hospitals do have compared with what they should have to deliver services, which is an even more significant gap.

Why is the scale of this problem so large? It’s due in large part to:

- Poor equipment maintenance and management systems and practices;
- A lack of human resources and training for both equipment users and maintenance personnel;
- Inadequate budgets for operating and maintaining the equipment;
- Problems with infrastructure and supply chains for supplies and parts;
- Weak policies and ad hoc planning at the health facility and health system level;
- Weak procurement and regulatory systems; and
- Challenges coordinating equipment from a wide variety of donors, both large and small.

Why is so much medical equipment out of service in the developing world?

Low-resourced health systems and facilities face significant challenges with:

- Human resources, such as clinical staff who use the equipment to care for patients, and technical staff – often biomedical engineering professionals such as technicians, technologists and engineers – to maintain and manage the equipment;
- Practical, competency-based training for both the clinical staff who use the equipment and the technical staff who maintain it;
- Maintenance systems – workshops for the technical staff with proper tools, engineering test equipment, information resources (such as manuals) and spare parts;
- Procurement and regulatory systems – that ensure safe, appropriate good quality equipment is purchased;
- Policy and planning – to ensure new equipment is meeting clinical needs, that training and maintenance are planned and budgeted for and that maintenance systems are established;
- Budgeting for use and maintenance across the lifespan of the equipment;
- A strong supply chain for consumables and spare parts to operate and maintain the equipment;
- A reliable infrastructure to operate the equipment, which often includes good power supply, temperature and humidity control, and water and medical gas supply.
The Importance of Maintaining and Managing Equipment

Maintenance systems run by well trained and resourced personnel – typically biomedical engineering technicians, technologists and engineers – are essential, as are national medical equipment management policies. Yet these two critical elements are often overlooked when medical equipment is being planned for and funded in developing countries. Without them, equipment lifespans are dramatically shortened, and costly equipment expenditures have a very low return on investment.

A study by the Swiss Centre for International Health found that equipment could lose 30% of its value before even being put in to service due to improper procurement and over-sophistication. After equipment was put in to service, being put in to service due to improper procurement and over-sophistication. After equipment was put in to service,.

A second study by Germany’s technical cooperation agency GIZ (formerly known as GTZ) found that the lifespan of an anaesthesia machine varied between 2 and 15 years, depending on both the quality and maintenance of the device [7]. Another study found that improper use and maintenance of equipment has been shown to reduce its lifespan by 30-80% [8].

It is good practice to budget between 5 and 15% of the initial cost of the equipment for maintenance and usage each year, depending on the device. These costs are often neglected during procurement and even more frequently for medical equipment donations.

“There’s no point in getting equipment if you are not able to maintain it. Maintenance is key.”

- Dr. Joseph Musowoyo Consultant Surgeon. Acting Head of Clinical Care, Ndola Central Hospital, Zambia

The People Behind the Equipment: Biomedical Engineering Professionals

In countries like the UK, hospitals have dedicated biomedical engineering (or ‘clinical engineering’, ‘electrical and biomedical engineering’ (EBME’), ‘medical engineering’) departments that are responsible for maintaining and managing the hospital’s equipment.

These engineering departments are staffed by qualified personnel, such as clinical/biomedical engineers, who specialise in particular types of equipment such as anaesthesia technology or renal technology.

The teams work not only on equipment maintenance, but also on managing the Trust’s technology across the equipment’s entire lifecycle, from acceptance testing, to putting equipment in service, advising and training the users, addressing patient safety issues and safely disposing of devices that have been decommissioned.

They work closely with the hospital’s clinicians and have regular contact with manufacturers and suppliers of equipment. Biomedical engineering teams in the UK are active participants in capital equipment planning exercises and manage service contracts with manufacturers and external service providers.

In many developing countries by contrast, there are few qualified biomedical engineering personnel working in hospitals and health systems.

A study of biomedical engineering services in low-resource settings found that 85% of African hospitals surveyed in a study of biomedical engineering services reported difficulty finding qualified engineers locally; 73% reported difficulty finding qualified technicians locally. These figures were high for Latin America and Asia as well: 78/79% and 60/65% respectively [10].

In Somaliland, for example, a recent needs assessment determined that there are no qualified medical engineers in the country to service medical equipment, the vast majority of which has been donated.

Similarly in Zambia, an assessment revealed that only one of 14 maintenance personnel interviewed in a needs assessment had any training in medical equipment prior to joining the workforce [4].

In Uganda, a research study on anaesthesia found that only 36% of anaesthetists worked in a setting where there were individuals trained to repair equipment [11].

One of the main reasons skilled personnel are in short supply is the dearth of training programmes in many low-resource settings, which can train biomedical engineering professionals as assistants, technicians, technologists and engineers.
A study done for the WHO found only 19 African training institutions that offer biomedical engineering courses at any of these skill levels [12]. This limited number of training programmes translates into a severe shortage of qualified personnel to maintain and manage medical equipment.

Many of the individuals working in low-resource hospitals who are tasked with equipment repair have backgrounds in similar subjects, such as electrical or electronics technology or instrumentation.

They may be very skilled, but have rarely had the training required to properly maintain equipment or the resources they require – such as workshops with tools and the right engineering ‘test’ equipment – to do their jobs effectively.

To help improve this situation in Zambia, THET and the MoH developed the curriculum for a 3-year biomedical engineering technology (BMET) programme that commenced in Sept 2013 [13]. Similarly, the Amaltahe Trust, a UK charity, has set up a programme to train BMETs in Kampala, Uganda.

Donations should be treated with as much care as the procurement of new equipment would be. This includes deciding what equipment is needed, who should be consulted and how the process is handled. Clear, regular communication is essential to overcoming these challenges.

Many hospitals perform an annual planning exercise that brings together key stakeholders to determine priorities and plans for the upcoming year, including medical equipment needs. These plans are often fed up through a health system, to district or provincial medical offices and then centrally, in order to coordinate certain priority activities, such as training and medical equipment procurement.

Since most donations bypass this planning process, it is even more important to ensure the right people are consulted and involved in the process. It’s also important for the donor to remember that different individuals within DC partner institution may have very different priorities and views on what is needed, whether they can maintain a proposed donation and what support they will need to use and maintain it.

Without careful consideration, well-intentioned donations can – and often do – become a burden instead of help. The DC partner may be required to pay costly customs fees to receive the equipment without having the capacity to put it into use, and then be required to find a way to dispose of it safely.

The vast majority of donations are well intentioned. Yet so few are truly beneficial to the recipient.

Many of them fail to take into account:

- Who the equipment users are, what capabilities they have and what training and support they will need to operate the equipment.
- Who the maintenance staff are, what skills they have to maintain equipment and what training and resources (such as tools and test equipment) they will need to maintain the donation.
- Whether consumables and spare parts will be available locally and how they will be purchased.
- Whether there is local technical expertise, either in the hospital or externally, to provide maintenance services.
- Whether the equipment is compatible with the electrical supply and other infrastructure requirements (such as ventilation, medical gases and water)
- Whether there is a budget for on-going use and maintenance of the equipment.
- What the burden of disease is and whether the equipment is appropriate for the level of service currently offered in the hospital.
- Whether the equipment is compatible with clinical current practices within the facility or requires significant behaviour change.
- Cultural differences and expectations on both sides of the donation.

Donations

Donations generate a number of challenges, such as electrical compatibility and sourcing of spare parts, which are covered in this toolkit. But it’s important to remember that the ‘softer’ challenges at play – such as cultural differences and power dynamics, communication, sustainability – are even more important to understand when making a donation. Without them, even the best technically planned donations are unlikely to succeed.

Power Dynamics and Cultural Differences

There is an inherent power differential between the donor and the recipient in the transaction. Therefore while both parties need to communicate actively and openly, the onus is on the donor to ensure an open and honest dialogue exists between both parties, particularly because the donor can access information and resources more easily.

“We are a poor country, we need donations. And we cannot give conditions, that … you have to do this, you have to do a manual.”

- Informant from a Gambian hospital [17]

It’s also important to remember that just as there are different individuals involved in a donation on the UK partner side, so too are there many on the DC partner side – and they may each have a very different idea of what is needed and what the current capacities are. It will take time to build up trust and ensure that both sides have a clear picture of what the other can offer.

Cultural differences and expectations between donors and recipients are also important to understand. Because donations are so common in many low-resource settings, sometimes they are expected of visitors from a higher-resource setting who wish to work together in partnerships; they are seen as a gesture of goodwill that demonstrates commitment.

About Medical Equipment Donations

Many health institutions in developing countries rely significantly on medical equipment donations. It is difficult to know exactly how much equipment is donated, but the WHO estimates that up to 80% of medical equipment in developing countries is donated or funded by international donors and foreign governments [14].

For example, between 1997 and 2001, the World Bank invested $1.5 billion in medical devices in low-resource settings [15]. Many faith-based hospitals in developing countries receive their entire equipment base through donations from wealthier hospitals in their faith network.

When donations are well planned and coordinated, and when they are based on a genuine need, they can have a very positive impact on service delivery in the recipient health institution. Unfortunately, many do not meet these criteria and it is estimated that only 10-30% of donated medical equipment is actually put into service in the recipient’s institution [16].

“The donation of medical equipment is a good thing, but at times I feel we’re not given the opportunity to sit with the donor and ask some questions, little things they overlook like the issue of the manual. To us that’s very, very important because is from the manual that we can be assisted and even come up with a preventive maintenance plan and other issues like educating the end users.”

- Lupiya Kampengele, Senior medical equipment technologist, Ndola Central Hospital, Zambia

Communication

The most important characteristic of good practice for medical equipment donations is communication. Donations don’t tend to fail because of the equipment involved; they fail because the people involved fail to communicate effectively with each other, and with other key stakeholders involved in the process. Active, open, two-way communication between UK and developing country partners is vital to success.

“Most donated equipment is usually perfectly serviceable. If it’s in the wrong place or isn’t being used or maintained properly, or if it’s just the wrong equipment, it’s not the fault of the equipment; it’s the fault of the people involved in the agreement. They got it wrong.”

- Rob Parsons, Healthcare Technology Management consultant, Health Partners International

Sustainability

What makes a medical equipment donation sustainable? This is a tricky question, because donations are inherently unsustainable; they are not addressing the root causes of why so much medical equipment is out of service in low-resource settings. Instead, they are providing short-term relief to fill an immediate need. This short-term support is often very necessary, but it’s important to remember that medical equipment donations alone – even those that are effectively managed and work well – will never solve the systemic problems previously outlined. Bearing that in mind, some guidance to help assess whether a donation may be sustainable in the short term will be provided in this toolkit.
**What About Medicine and Medical Supply Donations?**

There are similarities between many of the issues faced when donating medicines (or ‘pharmaceuticals’, ‘drugs’); medical supplies and medical equipment. For example the ethics and guiding principles are similar. Yet there are also significant differences such as the stakeholders involved, the import and export regulations and processes, and the type of ongoing support required post-donation.

Good practice for medicine donations is very specific and not covered in this toolkit. The WHO provides guidelines for donation of pharmaceuticals that many other international organisations (such as pharmaceutical industry associations and international aid agencies) follow. Donations of medical supplies (such as gloves, syringes, suture kits and cannulae) are also common. They may be sent on their own, or added to containers of donated equipment to ‘top them up’ and get maximum value for the shipping cost.

**Equipment Donations Globally**

It is not possible to know exactly how much medical equipment is donated to developing countries globally each year or precisely what practices are followed. Some organisations, however, are making significant contributions to the evidence base and are producing useful guidance for their networks on good donation practices.

Some of the key global contributors are:

**World Health Organization (WHO)**

The WHO first published guidance on donations of medical equipment in 2000, entitled ‘Guidelines For Health Care Equipment Donations’. This guideline was prepared in close collaboration with a number of national and international organisations from both high- and low-resource settings, some of whom had developed their own guidance prior to contributing to this effort.

This guidance was updated to produce the 2011 reference document ‘Medical Device Donations: Considerations for Solicitation and Provision’ which is part of the WHO’s Medical Device Technical Series. The series provides very useful reference documents on a variety of medical device issues to improve access, quality and use globally.

The donations reference document is the most comprehensive overview of best practice for both donors and solicitors of equipment donations and recommended reading for anyone considering involvement with a medical equipment donation.

Donating small quantities of these devices can provide short-term relief, but again it is important to remember that they do not represent a sustainable solution to challenges the DC partner may face securing adequate medical supplies. While supply donations are often perceived as being ‘lower risk’ than medical equipment donations, they too can have serious, unintended negative consequences and should be treated with caution.

**HUMATEM**

Based in France, HUMATEM is an association that has developed a series of resource guides to improve the quality of ‘medical equipment support projects’ between partners in low- and high-resource settings. These resources include guidance on assessment and planning, evaluating and measuring quality, a step-wise guide for equipping a facility and a factsheet on medical equipment support projects and the role of biomedical engineering professionals.

Catholic Health Association of the United States (CHA)

In 2010, CHA performed a study of donation practices amongst its membership in the United States. The study included CHA member hospitals and health systems. The study included surplus recovery organisations (MSROs) developing world.

Based on the study, CHA produced a tool for its membership and other potential donors to assess the practices and effectiveness of MSROs and partnered with the Partnership for Quality Medical Donations (PQMD) to develop a code of conduct for MSROs.

CHA has also produced a resource that shares the findings of a second study in 2012 to determine high-impact leading practices every hospital and/or health system should adopt when starting or enhancing a medical surplus recovery program.
Partnership for Quality Medical Donations (PQMD)

PQMD is an alliance of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and pharmaceutical, biotechnical, and medical supply manufacturers dedicated to raising the standards for medical donations globally. In 2008, PQMD published standards for medical equipment donations its membership.

Duke University’s Developing World Healthcare Technology Laboratory

The ‘Developing World Healthcare Technology Laboratory’ (called the DHT-Lab) at Duke University in the USA is one of the leading contributors to the global evidence-base on medical equipment in developing countries.

One study published in 2011 analysed over 100,000 pieces of medical equipment across sixteen developing countries to determine that close to 40% of it was out of service. The three leading causes were a lack of training, health technology management (HTM) and infrastructure [2].

Another study done by the DHT-Lab showed that the majority of equipment in low-resource health facilities could be put back into service using basic knowledge and without importing spare parts. The knowledge required was broken into five main technical knowledge areas, which now form the basis of a biomedical engineering assistant curriculum [18].

DHT-Lab is closely affiliated with Engineering World Health (EWH), which is an organisation that runs training programmes for biomedical engineering professionals in Honduras, Ghana, Rwanda and Cambodia.

‘How to Manage’ Series of Health Care Technology Guides

The ‘How to Manage’ series provides those working in low-resource settings with guidance on setting up a system to manage health technologies. They provide comprehensive, appropriate guidance for those working in developing country health systems on:

• Guide 1 - how to organize a system of healthcare technology management
• Guide 2 - how to plan and budget for healthcare technology
• Guide 3 - how to procure and commission your healthcare technology
• Guide 4 - how to operate your healthcare technology effectively and safely
• Guide 5 - how to organize the maintenance of your healthcare technology
• Guide 6 - how to manage the finances of your healthcare technology management team

The series was developed by experts from low- and high-resource settings through funding provided by DFID, and is available online through Health Partners International.

Who Makes Donations?

Health Partnerships

Many hospitals, professional associations and training institutions within the UK health partnership community have donated medical equipment to meet the objectives of their partnerships. For example, an evaluation conducted of the International Health Links Funding Scheme found that 56% of 113 partnerships funded were involved in the procurement of new equipment.

The experiences of many of the partnerships from within THET’s health partnerships community are presented as case studies throughout this toolkit.

THET’s medical equipment partnerships, which focus on building equipment maintenance and management capacity through training and support of biomedical engineering and technical professionals, have also coordinated donations of engineering tools and test equipment for the developing country workshops.

THET’s guiding principles of good partnership

Donations made within the context of an existing health partnership can have a very positive impact on both partnership activities and patient care in the low-income country partner’s facility. The guiding principles of good partnerships can also provide a reference framework for evaluating proposed donations.

Integration of good practice

High quality & demonstrably effective

Responds to locally identified needs

Consistent with national health policies & systems

Facilitates sustainable change

Recognises the mutual benefits of working together

Innovative & flexible

Partnership characterised by respect & reciprocity
Legislative Context for Equipment Donations From the UK

As part of the European Union (EU), the UK must comply with EU legislation regarding medical devices and the transfer of pre-used equipment to recipient countries outside of the EU. There are two types of legislation: EU regulations that must be complied with directly and EU directives that are ‘transposed’ into law through UK regulations.

There is no specific legislation in the UK on medical device donations to low-resource settings.

Medical devices are regulated by the Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA), which provides guidance on lifecycle equipment management, including how to prepare used equipment adequately for safe and effective reuse and transfer to it another party. For more information about how the MHRA regulates medical devices in the UK see Appendix A.

The EU legislation on waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) has recently been updated. This is of particular importance to readers of this toolkit because the updated legislation (Directive 2012/19/EU, which ‘recast’ 2002/96/EC) includes new minimum standards for shipments of pre-owned equipment outside of the EU in order to cut down on illegal ‘dumping’ of WEEE in developing countries and the UK is the first country to develop new regulations to meet the Directive.

These standards are not meant to impede legitimate transfers of used equipment, but certain criteria must now be met to demonstrate that a device being transferred is fit for reuse, including tests to confirm it is functional and free of hazardous substances and has full documentation of the service history of the device. The directive does not allow for the transfer of devices in need of repair.

Briefly, the minimum standards for shipments require:

- Evidence that the equipment is fit for re-use (testing depends on the specific equipment; a functionality test is sufficient for most devices)
- Evidence that the equipment is free from hazardous substances
- A copy of the transfer of ownership documentation (including full contact details for both parties)
- Identification of the equipment (manufacturer, make/model, serial number, type using standard medical device nomenclature where applicable and reference to the Annex II category of the Directive)
- Records of all tests performed to meet the above requirements (including the responsible organisation)
- Appropriate protection against damage during transportation, loading and unloading
- Declaration by the sender that no items in the shipment are WEEE as defined by Article 3(1) of Directive 2008/98/EC
- Relevant transport documentation such as a bill of lading (sea freight) or air waybill (air freight)

At the time of publication of this toolkit, Directive 2012/19/EU is currently being transposed in the UK. In October 2013, the UK government issued the outcome of a consultation on implementing the recast WEEE directive. The final version of the new Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Regulations 2013 is due to be laid before parliament to come into force on 1 January 2014.
During this stage, the UK and DC partners are first proposing a donation of medical equipment. This may be because:

- The UK partner has equipment becoming available through removal from service within their Trust
- The partners agree more equipment is required to meet the partnership’s objectives
- The DC partner has a specific need for equipment, either within a clinical area addressed by the partnership or external to it
- The UK partner has been approached by another organisation who wishes to support the partnership through the donation of medical equipment

Equipment donations should always be in response to an identified need. Imagine if someone gave you a gift they wanted to discard and assumed you would need - without asking you. It is possible the DC partner may have a need for equipment the UK partner is taking out of service, but it’s important to ensure that the clinical and training needs of the DC partner drive what equipment is selected for donation... not the other way around.

Regardless of how the process is initiated, the most important first activity during this stage is a thorough assessment of both need and capacity. In other words:

1. Is there a genuine clinical or training need for the equipment?
2. Is the equipment appropriate for the DC partner to meet the need?
3. Does the DC partner have the capacity to use and maintain the equipment?
4. Does the UK partner, alone or with the DC partner, have the capacity to finance the costs associated with the donation?

Input from various stakeholders must be sought in order to answer these questions. This section provides detailed questions that form a ‘needs and capacity’ assessment and links to additional resources that can be used.

By the end of this consultation, the partners should have a clear idea of whether the proposed donation should proceed or not. If the partners agree that together they have the capacity to meet the needs discussed, they should move on to the next section of this toolkit, which covers planning the donation.
What is Needed and What can the Partners Provide?

At this stage, both the UK and DC partner will need to consult a wide variety of stakeholders, both within, and possibly external to their institutions.

Who Should be Involved in the UK?
Someone with significant experience working with the DC partner should lead this process; this could be the partnership coordinator, the lead for the clinical area involved, or someone else significantly involved with the partnership.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who to involve</th>
<th>Why</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partnership lead/coordinator(s)</td>
<td>context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical leads</td>
<td>users of the equipment such as doctors and nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of the clinical area</td>
<td>for equipment being taken out of service in a Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical engineering department</td>
<td>for technical advice and records of the equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior leadership (Trust Board and chief executive)</td>
<td>for permissions (depending on the partnership’s leadership and governance arrangements within the UK partner)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and/or Any other Trust staff who may be involved in removing the device from service, moving, storing and/or preparing equipment for shipment such as Estates and Facilities, Procurement and Supplies, Health and Safety.</td>
<td>for support for moving, storing and/or preparing the equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier/manufacturer or Any other organisations that may be involved in sourcing the equipment outside of the Trust</td>
<td>to advise on potential donation, their agents in or near the DC partner, terms of support and supply of parts and consumables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping agents</td>
<td>to advise on costs, methods and requirements for shipping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Who Should be Involved in the DC?
Similarly, either the partnership lead or someone else who is very engaged in the partnership (preferably in the clinical area for which the donation is being proposed) in the DC partner will need to consult a wide variety of stakeholders within his/her institution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who to involve</th>
<th>Why</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partnership leads/coordinate</td>
<td>context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical leads &amp; head of the clinical area (users of the equipment such as doctors and nurses)</td>
<td>to advise on usage requirements and clinical aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior administration, such as the medical director and chief executive</td>
<td>for permission and guidance on asset management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team responsible for medical equipment maintenance (this may be a biomedical engineering department, a general ‘hospital engineering’ team, an electrician or maintenance team)</td>
<td>to advise on maintenance requirements and capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities manager</td>
<td>for advice on transporting large items of equipment safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support staff such as: Procurement and Stores, Finance</td>
<td>for procuring and stocking spare parts and consumables, and asset management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Health Officers</td>
<td>for advice on environmental issues and disposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td>for support moving the equipment if necessary and/or any installation work required (electrical wiring, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any other staff who may be involved in receiving, accepting and commissioning the equipment</td>
<td>for advice on environmental issues and disposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant MoH Staff (administration, clinical and biomedical engineering)</td>
<td>to advise on wider MoH context, policy and planning, maintenance needs and capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other partners working with the DC partner on medical equipment supply and/or capacity building</td>
<td>to coordinate activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local suppliers</td>
<td>to advise on new equipment, supply of parts and consumables, and technical services they may offer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local shipping and customs clearing agents</td>
<td>to advise on process, timeframe, method, cost and requirements for shipping and clearing customs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Make sure you know who the other medical equipment actors are, both within the health system and external to it. There may be opportunities for collaboration.

In order to determine these actors, an understanding of the DC’s strategy and system for medical equipment maintenance and management is necessary.

For example, in the last decade, Zambia has created ‘Provincial Medical Equipment Officer’ posts in each of the provinces. These officers oversee equipment at the provincial level, and also provide the interface between hospital-level technical staff and the central Ministry of Health. These biomedical engineering professionals may also have useful contacts with other organisations, such as NGOs or projects run by aid agencies that are working on medical equipment training or supply. It’s always useful to ask who else is working in the area. It may even be surprising who you can collaborate with.

Understanding the role of the Ministry of Health (MoH) in medical equipment management

Often the MoH has either an individual or a team that is responsible for coordinating medical equipment and maintenance activities across the country. There may also be a main referral maintenance workshop whose staff should be consulted.

• Advising MoH directorates on medical equipment issues in line with the national health plan
• Donor coordination of medical equipment introduction and training activities
• Country-wide procurement for major equipment (ex: diagnostic imaging)
• Central management of maintenance contracts for some equipment (ex: laboratory, diagnostics)
• Country-wide human resource management for medical equipment personnel
• Writing guidelines and policies for medical equipment

There may also be biomedical engineers or other medical equipment specialists in positions at the provincial level in provincial health offices.

Asking the Right Questions

The more information that is gathered, the more informed a decision partners can make about whether or not to proceed. These questions are also available in Appendix C. To answer some of these questions, it will be very helpful to review the sections of this toolkit.

What Should be Asked in the UK?

• Do you have a clear idea of what equipment is required?
• Do you have an understanding of the DC partner’s capacity to use and maintain the equipment?
• Is the proposed equipment appropriate and suitable to their current situation?
• Are you able to either provide or arrange for any training that may be required for the recipients to both use and maintain the equipment?
• Have you factored in the costs of this training?
• Are you able to provide ongoing advice to the DC partner if they require it?
• Do you know what the electrical requirements are at your partner hospital?
• What voltage and frequency does their power system operate on?
• How reliable is the electrical supply in the hospital? Do they have scheduled or unscheduled interruptions?
• If the equipment requires 3-phase power, is it available or does it need to be set up?
• Are you able to source all of the necessary support items initially required for the equipment, such as user and service manuals, accessories and consumables, spare parts and any necessary electrical equipment (such as voltage regulators, converters, or uninterruptible power supplies) for a certain period of time?
• Do you have clinical and technical (engineering) staff available to provide this advice? If not, can you arrange for it with another agent, such as the supplier or manufacturer?
• Do you know how the equipment can be sourced?
• Have you looked into in-country procurement of new equipment? Would you be able to finance this as an alternative to UK sources of equipment?
• Do you know much it will cost to ship the equipment and what is required of you?
• Do you have the capacity to finance the operation and maintenance costs for the equipment (for a specific time period) if your partner does not?
• If you are planning to donate equipment that currently owned by your Trust, are you aware of all relevant policies and procedures relating to the transfer of ownership?
• Are you adhering to all relevant Trust policies on the donation?
• Does your hospital – or your MoH – have a procurement policy? If so, will the proposed donation meet them?
• Is there a genuine clinical need for the equipment?
• Would the equipment require changes in processes and if so, have these been discussed and are you able to manage the changes?
• Do you have clinical staff already trained on the type(s) of equipment?
• If the equipment is sophisticated, does your clinical staff require additional training on an unfamiliar brand of the device (i.e. a new manufacturer, make/model)?
• Are you technical/maintenance/engineering staff aware of the proposed donation, and do they have input about the maintenance requirements?
• Have the technical/maintenance/engineering staff been trained to maintain this type of equipment?
• Do they have the right tools and any special engineered equipment to do the maintenance?
• Are they able to order any spare parts they may need?

What Should be Asked in the DC?

• Does your hospital – or your MoH – have a policy on equipment donations? If so, what requirements are outlined in it and will the proposed donation meet them?
• Does your hospital – or your MoH – have a procurement policy? If so, will the donation meet its main requirements?
• Is there a genuine clinical need for the equipment?
• Are you able to either provide or arrange for any training that may be required for the recipients to both use and maintain the equipment?
• Have you factored in the costs of this training?
• Are you able to provide ongoing advice to the DC partner if they require it?
• Do you know what the electrical requirements are at your partner hospital?
• What voltage and frequency does their power system operate on?
• How reliable is the electrical supply in the hospital? Do they have scheduled or unscheduled interruptions?
• If the equipment requires 3-phase power, is it available or does it need to be set up?
• Are you able to source all of the necessary support items initially required for the equipment, such as user and service manuals, accessories and consumables, spare parts and any necessary electrical equipment (such as voltage regulators, converters, or uninterruptible power supplies) for a certain period of time?
• Do you have clinical and technical (engineering) staff available to provide this advice? If not, can you arrange for it with another agent, such as the supplier or manufacturer?
• Do you know how the equipment can be sourced?
• Have you looked into in-country procurement of new equipment? Would you be able to finance this as an alternative to UK sources of equipment?
• Do you know much it will cost to ship the equipment and what is required of you?
• Do you have the capacity to finance the operation and maintenance costs for the equipment (for a specific time period) if your partner does not?
• If you are planning to donate equipment that currently owned by your Trust, are you aware of all relevant policies and procedures relating to the transfer of ownership?
• Are you adhering to all relevant Trust policies on the donation?
• Does your hospital – or your MoH – have a procurement policy? If so, will the proposed donation meet them?
• Is there a genuine clinical need for the equipment?
• Would the equipment require changes in processes and if so, have these been discussed and are you able to manage the changes?
• Do you have clinical staff already trained on the type(s) of equipment?
• If the equipment is sophisticated, does your clinical staff require additional training on an unfamiliar brand of the device (i.e. a new manufacturer, make/model)?
• Are you technical/maintenance/engineering staff aware of the proposed donation, and do they have input about the maintenance requirements?
• Have the technical/maintenance/engineering staff been trained to maintain this type of equipment?
• Do they have the right tools and any special engineered equipment to do the maintenance?
• Are they able to order any spare parts they may need?
How can Suitability of the Donation be Determined?

The WHO’s medical equipment donation guidance document includes five indicators of suitability that can be used to evaluate specific offers for donation. These five criteria are met when:

1. The equipment is appropriate to the setting
2. The equipment is good quality and safe
3. The equipment is affordable and cost-effective
4. The equipment is easy to use and maintain
5. The equipment conforms to the recipient’s policies, plans and guidelines

Appendix E includes specific indicators for these five suitability criteria and is a useful tool to review at this stage of the process.

Considering Donations of Complex Equipment

The more complex the equipment, the more caution should be used when considering the donation.

Additional caution should be taken when considering making donations of complex equipment that requires specialist training to operate and maintain, good supply chain for consumables and significant changes to infrastructure:

- New medical imaging equipment such as fixed x-ray (as opposed to mobile) may require significant changes to the infrastructure and health and safety protocols.
- Automated laboratory analysers have high operating budgets for consumables and need regular supply chain and refrigeration.
- Many anaesthesia machines require compressed gases that may be difficult to keep in regular supply, as well as highly trained operators.

“The anaesthesia machine we received is very good quality. But we don’t have an anaesthetist here at the hospital so we can’t use it properly.”

- Operating theatre nurse at Chama District Hospital in Zambia

Education, Expertise & Equipment: Medical Equipment Partnership for radiotherapy

The paRTner project is an initiative started in 2011 by the Department of Medical Physics and Bioengineering at UCL, in collaboration with the Radiotherapy Departments of University College Hospital, the Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust and Korle Bu Teaching Hospital, Ghana. The aim of this partnership is to develop a continuing infrastructure of high quality training and support for radiotherapy professionals in Ghana and neighbouring African countries. The initiative has three main areas of work - the provision of education, expertise and equipment.

A large quantity (£100k worth) of essential radiotherapy equipment has been collected from ten UK hospital departments for donation to Ghana. An equipment inventory was performed by the Ghanaian teams so the project team could identify the most needed items and an agreement has been reached with the Ghana High Commission in London to ship the equipment. The project team appropriately prepared, packaged and costed the current value of the equipment in advance.

“In terms of equipment we’re looking at small, medium and very large. Equipment becomes redundant quite quickly in the NHS. The turnover is very high. Most equipment has a lifespan of thirty years and is guaranteed for that, but the UK gets rid of it in five. For example, we were offered forty eight computers that were just three years old because the Trust was changing its IT service provider. We were also offered equipment for planning cancer treatments that would have originally cost £500,000 for £18,000 i.e. the cost of decommissioning and packing it up. We were welcome to it as otherwise the NHS would have to spend that money dumping it.

I think there are many opportunities to find a lot of equipment in the NHS but it’s not just about working out how to find it or how to get it over there (which is a big logistical fiscus); it’s also about preparing the place to receive it. It needs to be brought into patient work plans. They need somewhere to put it, they need to know what to do with it and they need to know how to maintain it. For example, the issue of spare parts is crucial. Donating without them, or the means to get them, is a bad idea because equipment is going to break. Our linear accelerator breaks down about once a month but we have the spare parts to keep it churning. If you don’t have the parts then that’s a waste of a whole hospital room.

I think for equipment donation practice, it is essential to train UK and overseas partners on how to perform basic quality control and not to accept or donate any equipment as charity. It’s got to be more of a business arrangement whereby the donor has to essentially sign a contract with who their donating to, to say ‘we’ll not only donate this but we’ll keep in touch with you to make sure it’s working’. That’s a lot to ask from the UK partner but it’s something that should be place for certain pieces of equipment.”

Dr Kate Ricketts, Radiotherapy Physics department, University College London, UK
Prof Gary Royle, Medical Physics department, University College London, UK
Dr Paul Burke, Medical Physics department, University College London, UK

Different people and teams within each partner institution may have different ideas and priorities.

It’s important to remember that there won’t necessarily be homogeneous priorities within either institution.
Deciding Whether or not to Proceed

There is no special framework or formula for this. It’s pretty simple: if the partners are confident they have the resources required to meet the needs – the appropriate equipment and supplies, the finances to ship it, provide training if necessary, and operate and maintain it – and the support they require from the other stakeholders to make it happen, they can commit to it and start planning.

UK and DC partners should also review each upcoming section of this toolkit before making this decision, to ensure they are clear about what is required of them.

If a decision is made not to proceed, there are many other ways the UK partner can support the DC with their medical equipment needs and challenges. For example, they could:

- Send supplies and parts for existing equipment
- Offer training on existing equipment
- Bring an engineer along on an upcoming support visit
- Support a full equipment needs assessment
- Advocate for the DC partner’s equipment maintenance staff
- Discuss medical equipment issues with DC partner leads and senior decision makers
- Be a champion on the DC partner’s behalf with manufacturers and suppliers

About equipment needs assessments

Comprehensive medical equipment needs assessments are a significant undertaking. Needs assessments are used to prioritise new equipment needs based on existing equipment, facilities and services, factoring in constraints due to human, financial and logistical resources. They are typically done by trained biomedical engineering personnel and involve many different stakeholders within a facility and wider health system. The prioritised list of new equipment can then be used to plan procurement and evaluate proposed donations against.

CHAPTER OVERVIEW:
PLANNING THE DONATION

- Agreeing the terms of the donation
- Developing a project plan for the donation
  - Who should draw up the plan?
  - What should the plan include?
- Drafting a donation agreement

CHAPTER CHECKLIST:

- Agree on the terms of the donation
- Develop a project plan outlining the activities, tasks, stakeholders and timelines for the donation
- Draft a donation agreement
2 PLANNING THE DONATION

When the partners are confident they have the resources required to meet the needs, they can begin to plan the donation together.

It is important to remember that while preparing a plan and drafting an agreement are crucial stages in the process, the work involved should always be proportional to the donation exercise. The remaining sections of this toolkit will provide input for the specific details of the plan and agreement.

Agreeing on the Terms of the Donation

At this stage, the partners should have had a clear and honest discussion about what they are able to contribute. Now comes the time to officially commit.

Agreeing on the terms may come naturally for the partners; it may be their established way of working, developed through their existing partnership memorandum of understanding (MoU) and a trusting relationship that has built up over time.

Nevertheless, it’s useful to discuss each of the activities involved in the process and how the cost implications will be handled. This includes not only the actual (i.e., financial) costs, but also the ‘human capital’ costs (i.e., volunteer time). For example:

- Does the DC partner have the budget to clear the shipment through customs, and to operate and maintain the equipment for an agreed upon period of time?
- If the DC partner cannot contribute these finances, is the UK partner willing and able to do so, and arrange a transfer for the appropriate amount?
- If so, how will the funds be transferred, and audited?

Remember to follow the adage “if it’s not written down, it’s not done”.

Be sure to record communications with all stakeholders during the process.

The most effective way to clarify and agree on the terms of the donation is to develop a project plan for the donation. By using a step-wise methodology to identify all of the necessary activities and associated tasks, then clarifying who will do what and under what time constraints, the partners can be confident they have planned well for the exercise.

Who to involve in an equipment donation

“Everything has to be approved by both the sending and the receiving organisation at the highest level and the operational level”

Since 2001, Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust has provided training, equipment and management support to contribute to the sustained development of health services at Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre in Tanzania. Brenda Longstaff, a project manager from Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust, has developed the international health partnership for more than ten years. As a senior operational manager within the NHS, Brenda has experience of commissioning new hospitals and decommissioning hospitals. This has provided an opportunity to re-evaluate equipment that is still in working order but at the end of its NHS life.

The Northumbria Healthcare Trust covers 10 hospitals and over 2,000 square miles. Within that we have a lot of staff who are quite passionate about the work that we do in Tanzania. I frequently get a call or an email about equipment that is about to be decommissioned, and that sets off a chain of events.

Firstly, I ensure that the equipment is actually available, and that it isn’t already earmarked to be re-allocated, or put forward in part exchange for other items of equipment. I will always check with the general manager or the executive director for that area to make sure that there are no other issues. Once I have formal email confirmation from the senior managers that I can have the equipment I will add it to my list.

The engineers at Northumbria thoroughly check all equipment donations to make sure that they are in full working order, and that they’ve got a reasonable life span to come. We also make sure, that all related items, such as leads, operational manuals, care manuals etc. are sent out with the donation.

Before anything goes anywhere, we make sure that the Chief Executive in our partner hospital is agreeable to the donation. The alternative is that you end up with an equipment graveyard. We send through a list of available equipment, and we receive an email confirmation with a check list of which items to send. Surprisingly, things that I thought might be really useful, are things that have been declined. Sometimes the technology is too advanced, or there is no clinical need or supplies of consumables such as paper are not readily available.

At our link hospital the supplies manager and the engineering or maintenance department should be involved. They know where the spare parts are going to come from. They know where the nearest engineers or support engineers can be found, so we have to listen to their local knowledge and if it’s something that will be problematic for them, then the equipment would just not be sent.

The senior clinician within the area it is going to be donated should also be involved to make sure it is in line with plans for service delivery and that staff would be happy to use the equipment.

I think a lot of people genuinely want to help their link hospital with donations of medical equipment. They think that equipment, any equipment, if it’s in good working order, is a significant gift for the recipient but sadly that isn’t often the case. The risks involved in sending pieces of equipment can be high at times. If the donor cannot use the equipment it becomes a disposal issue, and what’s more, if it’s something that they’re not trained to use, and they use it inappropriately, it can actually cause harm.

Brenda Longstaff, Project manager from Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust

CASE STUDY 2

At our link hospital the supplies manager and the engineering or maintenance department should be involved. They know where the spare parts are going to come from. They know where the nearest engineers or support engineers can be found, so we have to listen to their local knowledge and if it’s something that will be problematic for them, then the equipment would just not be sent.

The senior clinician within the area it is going to be donated should also be involved to make sure it is in line with plans for service delivery and that staff would be happy to use the equipment.

I think a lot of people genuinely want to help their link hospital with donations of medical equipment. They think that equipment, any equipment, if it’s in good working order, is a significant gift for the recipient but sadly that isn’t often the case. The risks involved in sending pieces of equipment can be high at times. If the donor cannot use the equipment it becomes a disposal issue, and what’s more, if it’s something that they’re not trained to use, and they use it inappropriately, it can actually cause harm.

Brenda Longstaff, Project manager from Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust

Developing a Project Plan for the Donation

The plan should outline the activities, tasks, stakeholders and timelines for the donation. It should be flexible and used throughout the process, not prepared as a one-off activity at the start.

Again, the planning exercise should be proportional to the donation. Managing it should not be so onerous as to interfere with actually carrying out the activities in the plan. Instead, the plan should serve as a useful guide to clarify who is doing what, when, where, how and why.

Many tools exist for project planning that could be employed for this plan. It’s wise to select one that you are already familiar with that you will find easy to use.

Who should draw up the plan?
The plan should be drawn up together by UK and DC partner project leads, with input from those who contributed during the needs and capacity assessment when necessary.

What should the plan include?
The plan should include the main activities involved in the donations exercise, broken down into discrete tasks that can be tracked over time. Each task should include a description of the:
- person(s) responsible
- resources required
- conditions (what tasks must be completed before this one can be done, ‘due date’, etc.)
- outputs of the task

Appendix F provides a basic sample template for those who have not used a project plan before. It is a basic guide only and can be adapted as needed by the partners.

Drafting a Donation Agreement

Your partnership may already have a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in place that sets out the general parameters of the relationship and makes it clear who is responsible for what.

At this stage, it is also useful to develop a clear agreement that outlines the terms of the donation, including the costs and risks incurred by both partners. This donation agreement can also provide documented evidence for some of the new minimum shipping requirements legislation.

If the partnership has an active MoU in place, the recommended content for this agreement could also be prepared as an addendum to the MoU, particularly if it already covers some aspects of medical equipment donations within the partnership.

A donations agreement should cover the commitments made by the UK and the DC partners, at a minimum. Reading through the sections of this toolkit will be useful when preparing this agreement. While drafting this agreement, it’s important to remember:
- That both the UK and DC partner draft the agreement together
- That those who draft and sign the agreement have the authority to enact it
- That all costs should be expressed in a shared currency, and that maximum budgetary allowances for specific expenses should be clearly noted
- To reference to any relevant statutory documents for both partners (such as UK legislation on shipping pre-owned medical equipment outside of the EU)
- That the agreement includes contractual elements such as modification and termination clauses, etc.

USEFUL RESOURCE BOX:

THET’s International Health Links Manual provides guidance on developing and using a MoU in Section 2.
CHAPTER CHECKLIST:

- Examine all options for sourcing equipment and select the best one
- Source all the materials needed to use and maintain the equipment, including tools and test equipment
- Helpful to supply equipment or use manufacturers that are already used by the DC partner
Deciding Where to Source the Medical Equipment From

Please Note: This decision tree doesn’t include decision points on cost and assumes they can be met.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DC partner needs specific equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is the UK partner taking same equipment out of service?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it appropriate for the DC partner and in working order?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can it meet the minimum shipping requirements? (including testing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the UK partner’s leadership approve of the donation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrange donation with UK Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with the manufacturer or supplier to donate the needed equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with this organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source equipment in-country</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Flow Chart: Decision Making Tree.

It’s always helpful to supply equipment from manufacturers the DC partner knows, and ideally specific kinds already in use. This is called equipment standardisation and makes training, usage and maintenance easier.

From the UK Partner’s Trust

When a Trust is removing equipment from service, it is generally subject to:
• A specific medical devices policy
• A general Trust-wide asset disposal policy that covers all assets being ‘condemned’ or ‘disposed of’
• A separate capital equipment policy (if one exists) for equipment over a certain threshold value

National Health Service (NHS) institutions have their own policies for medical devices across their lifecycle, including end of use procedures such as removal from service, decommissioning and transfer of ownership. While policies are unique to their institution, they generally follow guidance from the MHRA on good equipment management practices.

The MHRA’s guidance document for medical devices is ‘Managing Medical Devices Guidance for healthcare and social services organisations’, DB2006(05). At the time of publication, this guidance is currently being updated and readers are encouraged to consult the MHRA for the latest information at the time of reading.

UK partners should seek guidance from the head of the medical engineering team about Trust-specific medical device decommissioning and donation policies.

Regarding transfer of ownership, MHRA guidance stresses the importance of both parties (donor and recipient) being clear about their legal liabilities. It also recommends that the recipient sign a disclaimer to the effect that the donor has no future legal responsibility for the equipment. Appendix H provides a sample ‘Letter of Waiver or Indemnity’.

Reducing risk of transfer

By meeting these requirements, the UK partner can present a strong case to their leadership that equipment being removed from service can be donated appropriately to the organisation’s DC partner.

UK partners will further increase their likelihood of securing exemptions for direct donations if they are familiar with the EU Directive 2012/19/EU’s minimum shipping requirements and can prove that the transfer (donation) will meet these requirements.

Responsibilities of UK partner

- Ensure the equipment is tested and found to be safe and functioning to standard
- Prepare a file with:
  - All original invoicing information and packaging
  - The complete service history of the equipment
  - Any other information that should be passed to the recipient
- Assess any increased hazard likely to arise due to the age of the equipment and informing the recipient of this (in writing)
- Ensure all user and maintenance manuals are passed to the recipient

Responsibilities of DC partner

- Accept responsibility for having the equipment maintained appropriately to ensure its continued safe and effective use (in writing)
- Accept responsibility for following any instructions, advice or warnings issued by the manufacturer or other competent body (in writing)
- Sign a disclaimer to the effect that the UK partner has no future responsibility for the safe and effective use or maintenance of the equipment

UK partners should seek guidance from the head of the medical engineering team about Trust-specific medical device decommissioning and donation policies.
Engaging Manufacturers: Church of Uganda Kisiizi Hospital and Countess of Chester Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

*The donations have made a real difference to the quality of x-ray and ultrasound images now produced in Kisiizi. X-ray dose to patients has also reduced and the staff are working in a much safer environment.* - Tracy Hughes, Senior radiographer at Countess of Chester Hospital and the team leader for the Radiology Kisiizi Partnership

The partnership between Church of Uganda Kisiizi Hospital and Countess of Chester Hospital NHS Foundation Trust began in 2008 with a focus on radiology, nursing and pharmacy. Radiology services require functional medical imaging equipment, such as ultrasound and x-ray machines and x-ray processing equipment. Chester has donated a significant amount of radiology equipment to Kisiizi over the last three years.

Donating an ultrasound machine

The ultrasound machine that Kisiizi’s sonographers had been using was in very poor condition. When Countess of Chester Hospital took two of ultrasound machines out of service and replaced them with two new units, Sarah Hoyte, who manages the partnership, asked the electro-biomedical engineering (EBME) department what had happened to the two older units that were still in very good condition.

It turned out they had been sent back to the manufacturer, as a “trade-up” deal for the two new machines. The radiology manager contacted the manufacturer to enquire about the older units and see if they would be willing to donate them. One of them was still in the manufacturer’s warehouse, and they agreed to donate it free of charge to Kisiizi Hospital. The Chester team engaged a reputable shipping company to ship the scanner to Kisiizi, and they advised on and managed all of the paperwork required for international shipment.

Donating an x-ray film processor

The need for an automatic x-ray film processor at Kisiizi was identified at the outset of the partnership. Most hospitals in the UK are changing from traditional film x-ray to digital images, and as a result lots of traditional x-ray equipment, such as film processors, is being decommissioned. However, Chester was one of the first hospitals to move to digital x-ray and so did not have any film processors that had been recently decommissioned.

Chester’s radiographers approached a medical imaging company for their assistance sourcing a suitable unit for Kisiizi. The company sourced a desktop processor before the first radiography visit to Kisiizi by Chester staff, and a company engineer helped them dismantle the unit and pack it into four boxes that they brought with them in their luggage. On arrival in Kisiizi, the radiographers then reassembled it and successfully got it up and running. The following year, the company funded their engineer to go to Kisiizi to service it and provide additional training.

Providing training and putting the equipment into service

Chester’s sonographers and radiographers provided all of the initial training to Kisiizi staff, including basic maintenance training. The company’s engineer provided refresher training on his service visit. Both machines are still in use; they’ve increased the quality of radiology services Kisiizi can provide its patients.

Lessons learned:
- Working with the EBME department is important because they know the whole history of a device that is being taken out of service
- The EBME team can advise on the service requirements for decommissioned equipment and also has contacts with the manufacturer/vendor
- Manufacturers are often very willing to donate equipment free of charge or provide it at a very reduced cost; it’s good for the partnership and good for the manufacturer’s corporate social responsibility profile as well
- Donating equipment in the context of a partnership focus (such as radiology in this case) can build goodwill and contribute to the partnership meeting its objectives
From an Equipment Donation Organisation

The main objective of some organisations - both charitable and for-profit - is to supply developing country health institutions with equipment, supplies and/or drugs that are no longer required by health systems in high resource settings. Examples of these types of organisations within the UK include: Medical Aid International, Dental Aid, Mercy Trucks and until recently, Aid to Hospitals Worldwide. Overviews and contact information for these organisations is found in the Useful Resources section.

Many similar organisations exist in other high-income countries. The United States in particular has a large number of non-profit and for-profit ‘medical surplus recovery organisations’ (MSROs) that supply surplus equipment and supplies to developing countries. Some of the largest American MSROs ship approximately 250 containers per year to developing world institutions [19]. Some examples of American MSROs include: REMEDY, MediShare, and Project Cure. The American College of Surgeons’ Operation Giving Back programme also provides a list of organisations that operate in each American state.

UK partners should ask their DC partners which organisations might be supplying them with medical equipment in order to coordinate more effectively.

Assessing the Quality of Services Provided by Equipment Donation Organisations

The quality of services provided by equipment donation organisations can vary widely. As an unregulated industry, it may be hard to determine how effectively they meet their objectives.

The CHA has developed a guide and an assessment tool for selecting high-quality MSROs. The tool identifies three main ‘key drivers’ of effective (surplus) donation related to the organisation, its relationships and its operations. These drivers are:

- Organisation: leadership, container price/value and staffing
- Relationships: with hospitals, beneficiaries and business/financial partners
- Operations: sorting/quality management, shipping/distribution, inventory management

They serve as a useful guide, both to evaluate potential equipment donation organisations and for UK partners to self-assess even if they do not contract another organisation to supply the equipment or manage the donation.

From an Equipment Manufacturer or Supplier

While manufacturers are generally less willing to provide support for used, donated equipment than for new equipment, many are willing to provide either new or refurbished equipment as donations. They also have contacts for their networks of distributors and approved technical service providers in the DC’s region. If a manufacturer or supplier is willing to be involved, the UK and DC partners should determine the minimum amount of time they require technical support from the manufacturer - or whether it must be provided from elsewhere, such as the UK partner’s EBME team. The WHO’s recommends considering a period of five years of technical support from a qualified organisation.

UK Suppliers that Specialise in Developing Country Markets

Some suppliers specialise in developing country markets. A leading example of this type of organisation in the UK is Durbin PLC, whose NGO and Charities division specialises in supplying medical equipment, drugs and consumables for use in difficult environments.

From a Second-Hand Equipment Re-Seller/Refurbisher

Equipment re-sellers buy second-hand equipment from healthcare providers and re-sell it to new customers. They can sell the equipment ‘as is’ or refurbish it to a certain standard of functionality.

There is a very large market of suppliers in the UK. UK partners should contact those they have worked with, and can ask their EBME teams for recommendations and contacts as well.

Some have even found specific devices (that they were familiar with and knew to be good quality) for low prices new online, such as on eBay. This can be a cost effective way to source quality equipment, but extra caution should be employed buying anything online. The MHRA recommends suspicion of the following with online retailers:

- “Labels. If the instructions are in many languages or if measurements are not in metric units, the product may be intended for sale in another country. This may mean the product does not meet UK requirements and may be of inferior quality.”
- “Sites that do not include an address and telephone number in the UK. A legitimate site will provide a way for you to talk to someone if you have a problem.”

MHRA: General safety information & advice.

Supplies the Equipment Locally in the DC

Local procurement can be a good alternative to sourcing the equipment in the UK and shipping to the DC partner. It may be more cost effective and easier to manage overall.

The WHO estimates that 95% of medical equipment in developing countries is imported. [6]

Very basic medical equipment may be manufactured locally in low-resource settings. For example, basic patient beds may be made locally with readily available materials, while specialised delivery beds would likely be imported.

Many middle-income countries, such as India, Pakistan, Brazil and China manufacture large amounts of medical equipment and supplies. China, for example, exports more medical devices than it imports [23].

Some DCs have central medical stores that stock and supply drugs, supplies and also sometimes basic equipment. For example, Joint Medical Stores (JMS) in Uganda is a non-profit medical store that supplies equipment as well as drugs and supplies.

JMS offers equipment through their catalogue and also does special orders for particular devices to customers’ specifications. They have a technical department that provides maintenance services as well, and supply customers both within Uganda and in other countries in the region.

Pricing

While small devices may be quite inexpensive on the local market, internationally recognised brands
“Don’t presume there’s not a system in place”

The Gulu-Man Link was founded in 2006 as a collaborative partnership by The University Hospital of South Manchester, Gulu University Faculty of Medicine and Gulu Regional Referral Hospital in order to improve healthcare in Uganda through local clinical education programmes. The partnership sought to identify deficits in training needs and determine appropriate teaching programmes to assist both undergraduate learning and continued professional development of hospital staff. Mrs Marian Surgenor, a nurse and midwife with over 40 years of NHS service, has been Lead Clinical Skills Tutor for the Undergraduate Medical Education Department, UHSM, and is currently Head of Global Health/International Lead at the UHSM Academy.

“Too often we gather lots of equipment and think ‘this is a great idea’ when really we should be talking to our partners to establish what is that they really need and would benefit from. We have to remember that often the hospitals in question will have annual budget lines. For instance, Gulu has a budget for equipment and within that they have a list of the equipment which they want to procure in the forthcoming financial year. We get a copy of that so we know what is on their list and we can talk to them about whether or not they are managing to source it. Sometimes other organisations will procure equipment for them and other times they will buy it from the budget. I think it’s very important not to presume that they don’t have a system in place. I think that’s an error that lots of Links make.

One of the exercises we undertook during the initial scouting at Gulu was to look at whether or not it is cheaper to source equipment in the country rather than going through the process of procuring it in the UK and sending it out. Although there are companies available that can help you, donating from the UK is often quite a difficult process - it’s time consuming, it can be costly and you can actually lose your consignment. I think if you can procure something in country it’s better. It can help stimulate the local economy and it also means that you have a guarantee and access to on-going maintenance and repair via the supplying company.”

The DC may have a national list of recommended medical equipment or minimum specifications. In exceptional cases, the MoH may have a list of pre-approved suppliers and devices. Whenever possible, additional focus on maintenance support should be added when local policies don’t include it in pricing or contracting with suppliers.

The time to ask for all that is needed is before the purchase has been made.

Of course, this doesn’t guarantee suppliers will honour their contractual commitments and so it is also important to get feedback on suppliers if possible.

“Sometimes the suppliers will drop orders off in the middle of the night, leaving the boxes in front of the hospital. That way, we don’t have the chance to look through them and test them, to make sure they are OK.”

- maintenance lead at hospital in central Zambia

Technical leads from the DC partner may know who within the MoH is responsible for medical equipment centrally. The WHO’s baseline country survey for medical devices also provides information about medical equipment in each country, including a focal point contact. The country profiles can be found here.

Essential equipment lists for health facilities may also be included in MoH’s basic package of essential services (BPES) and/or their national strategic health plan (NSHP), such as Sierra Leone’s Basic Package of Essential Services.

Understanding the Role of International Supply Organisations

For and non-profit international supply organisations can also procure equipment on behalf of a partnership. These organisations typically work directly with MoHs in developing countries to support their strategic health plans and with donors working in the health sector. They have expertise with shipping and supply chain logistics and may be able to advise on the DC specifics.

While they tend to supply large volume, high capital orders, these organisations may be approached through the MoH, country offices for aid programmes or INGOs they work with. For example, provides services to MoHs, NGOs and other non-profit organisations.

The DC partner may have very useful contacts for international supply organisations that work in their country.

Including Usage and Maintenance Supplies

It’s vital that supplies are included with the equipment. To enable the DC partner to use and maintain it. The quantities should cover an agreed period of time; a minimum of two years is recommended.

If the equipment is sourced in the UK, it may still be more appropriate to source some of the supplies separately in the DC. Some supplies such as lithium batteries, laboratory reagents and x-ray film developer require specialised shipping and should be sourced locally in the DC if possible.

Checklist: Don’t forget the following supplies:

- User manuals
- Service (maintenance) manuals
- Accessories, such as the correct ultrasound probes for the intended use
- Consumables, such as printer paper for the ultrasound
- Reagents, such as x-ray film developer - remember these may have specific freight restrictions
- Maintenance materials - commonly used spare parts, any special tools and test equipment required to maintain the equipment that the DC partner does not have
- Any electrical equipment required to adapt the equipment to the DC partner’s infrastructure

**USEFUL RESOURCE BOX:**

Guide 3 of the ‘How to Manage Your Healthcare Technology’ series ‘How to Procure and Commission Your Healthcare Technology’ provides a very detailed overview of different international supply organisations and what factors should be considered when procuring equipment through them.
It's always worth asking which types of service manuals are supplied, and asking for a parts list even if you can only get a basic troubleshooting service manual.

Again, remember that the manual should be appropriate for the user and maintenance lead who need to interpret them. If the FSE level of service manual is being supplied, it's important that the maintenance staff in the DC partner facility are trained on the procedures it contains.

The following are good sources of service manuals:

- The manufacturer or supplier
- The UK Trust's biomedical engineering department
- Frank's Hospital Workshop (see Useful Resources)
- The INFRAETCH mailing list (see Useful Resources)

User manuals are often freely available on the manufacturer’s website for download, as are some basic troubleshooting manuals.

Understanding power supply considerations

Mains power can be both erratic and unavailable in many DC health facilities. DC health facilities are often affected by:

- Scheduled blackouts - when mains power is only scheduled to be available for certain periods of the day, such as between 9am-2pm and 7pm-2am
- Unplanned blackouts - unforeseen power cuts
- Brownouts - when the voltage drops below a suitable range
- Surges - when the voltage surges above a suitable range, often when power resumes (after a blackout or when a generator is first switched on)

Backup generators can be configured to switch over automatically when power cuts out or be turned on manually by an electrician or other member of staff. Remember that some facilities won’t have a functional generator, or the fuel required to run it.

Each of these scenarios can damage the medical (and other electrical) equipment in a facility. There are a number of electrical devices that help protect equipment and keep it running during outages:

- Voltage regulators (also called surge protectors) ensure a regulated power supply
- Uninterruptible power supplies (UPSes) regulate the voltage and have an inbuilt battery that charges when power is being supplied and turns on automatically to run the equipment when it cuts out

If a UPS is needed, make sure the power rating (kVA) is adequate to run the equipment.

Supplying equipment that is the wrong voltage can be very problematic for the DC partner.

Different countries have different voltage levels for their power supply. While the UK's single-phase mains power is supplied at 220 Volts/50 Hertz, in North America it is provided at 110 Volts/60Hertz.

This will likely require:

- Transformers to convert the voltage to the appropriate level
- Adapters to convert the plug and pins to the correct configuration

Adapters should be glued on to make sure they stay attached.

Power requirements are specific to the equipment and should be carefully noted. For example, heavy-duty devices such as autoclaves may require three-phase power.

Example of power supply issues

A study of power interruptions was performed on paediatric wards in Gambian health facilities. It found that the mean length of unplanned power interruptions ranged from half an hour to almost 4 hours. The facility with the worst power supply had 56 brown outs per day. [22]

Many DC health facilities also have deficiencies in their electrical systems, such as improper earthing (or grounding), that can also damage equipment and be unsafe for staff and patients. Electricians and biomedical engineering professionals can assess these parameters using an electrical safety tester.

If voltage regulators, UPSes or transformers are required, it’s best to look at the local DC market first. These items can be difficult to ship due to special requirements for batteries, and they are also relatively inexpensive on local markets because they tend to be widely available.

Sourcing Biomedical Engineering Tools and Test Equipment

The DC partner’s equipment maintenance staff may require engineering tools or test equipment to maintain the equipment being donated. If so, these items should be supplied with the medical equipment to enable the DC partner to maintain it.

“We had a really good training course on maintenance. But I came back to my hospital and I don’t have any tools in my workshop to do the maintenance I was trained to do.”

- anonymous technician from equipment audit in Zambia

A very basic toolkit that includes basic tools and a digital multimeter to measure electrical parameters will cost ~£200 and is an excellent investment for the DC partner’s equipment maintenance staff if they don’t have one.

Engineering ‘test’ equipment enables the maintenance staff to test whether or not medical devices are functioning as expected or require calibration. For example, a patient simulator will simulate various physiological parameters to test vital sign monitors and an oxygen analyser will test the output of an oxygen concentrator to ensure it’s within range.
CHAPTER OVERVIEW: VERIFYING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF THE EQUIPMENT

- For equipment supplied in the UK
- For equipment supplied in the DC

The MHRA’s safety warnings related to the devices (known as ‘medical device alerts’).

USEFUL RESOURCE BOX:

“There should be no double standard in quality. If the quality of an item is unacceptable in the donor country it is also unacceptable as a donation.” [24]

For Equipment Supplied in the UK

The quality and safety of the equipment must be verified prior to sending it to the DC partner. This is good practice, and has also become necessary to meet the requirements of EU Directive 2012/19/EU on shipping WEEE outside of the EU.

For equipment supplied by a Trust, all activities in the Trust’s medical device policy related to decommissioning, except making the device unusable, must be followed. These procedures must be done by technical staff certified to perform them and will include:

- Decontaminating the equipment as per procedure
- Erasing any confidential information contained on the equipment
- Verifying the safety of the device, as per manufacturer’s instructions*
- Testing full functionality of the device in order to verify that it is fit for re-use

In addition to these tests, all information that enables the recipient to operate the device properly and safety and maintain it to standard (manufacturer’s recommendations) must be sent to the DC partner.

As a reminder, this information includes:

- A clear statement that the equipment is being donated (transferred)
- Certificate of decontamination
- User manuals and training requirements
- Full details of maintenance and servicing requirements
- Service history and manual
- Usage history
- Quality assurance test details
- Safety updates, including MHRA and manufacturer documents that have been released since the medical device was first supplied.

Records of all of tests required to meet the above must accompany the device.

Note: * If the manufacturer is no longer in business and/or supporting the device, the MHRA should be contacted for appropriate safety verification procedures. If this is the case, bear in mind that the lack of manufacturer support may reduce the chances of making a sustainable donation. For example, if parts are not available through the manufacturer for a certain number of years past donation – such as the expected lifespan of the device – this is unsustainable.

USEFUL RESOURCE BOX:

The MHRA’s safety warnings related to the devices (known as ‘medical device alerts’).
For equipment that has been pre-owned and is being sourced by an organisation external to the UK partner, it is important to confirm that these requirements have been met. If equipment is described as ‘refurbished’, clarify whether it was partially or fully refurbished. Review documentation of the tests undergone and the certification of the technical staff performing the tests, as well as the organisation itself as appropriate.

The manufacturer/supplier may also be able to provide these technical services. For new equipment supplied directly by the manufacturer or supplier, the safety and quality of the equipment will have been verified prior to the device being placed on the market in order to meet the UK’s regulatory requirements (the Medical Device Regulations 2002). In the absence of a strong regulatory system, partners can perform due diligence on potential equipment suppliers and the product itself:

- Find out which local suppliers are licensed distributors of preferred brands; ask to review their licenses and double check through the manufacturer directly that they are licensed sellers
- Ask about the technical services they provide (such as repair under warranty) and if possible, to see their workshop facilities
- Ask what training and certification their technical staff have undergone to perform the technical services (if the supplier is licensed as a technical service provider as well their staff will have undergone technical training with the manufacturer or one its certified agents)
- Ask for feedback about the suppliers from the DC partner, other MoH technical personnel, other NGOs and international organisations that may have used their services
- Ask about the device’s conformity to performance and safety standards that enables it to be marketed in different economic areas (for example, the CE marking for the EU)

![Useful Resources Section](image)

**USEFUL RESOURCE BOX:**

**About Electrical Safety Standards for Medical Equipment**

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) publishes standards for the general requirements for electrical safety and performance of medical equipment. These standards comprise the IEC 60601 series, in the UK they are adopted by the UK by the British Standards Institute (BSI) in the BS EN 60601 series [25]. Various other standards relate to medical devices in the UK. Read more MHRA Guidance.

For equipment Supplied in the DC

Equipment should conform to safety and performance standards, regardless of where it is purchased. It must be acknowledged that this is more difficult to do in the absence of a strong national regulator and processes that ensure equipment standards are met.

If the DC partner has standardised the use of a particular make/model of equipment, it is good to procure new equipment or donate equipment in line with this, as staff are already familiar with it. When standardised equipment is provided, it is generally accepted to be appropriate.

Remember that markings such as the CE mark can be counterfeited, and should not be interpreted - particularly on their own - as complete quality assurance.

Properly evaluating local suppliers is outside of the scope of this toolkit. The How To Manage Guide 3 provides very comprehensive guidance on the subject and should be used by any partnerships dealing with suppliers on local DC markets. Annex 5 of the Guide in particular provides tools to assess suppliers including:

- A pre-purchase evaluation questionnaire for suppliers
- Suggested criteria for evaluating new suppliers
- Suggested criteria for evaluating current and past suppliers
- The characteristics that make a good supplier

Once the equipment has been specified, the DC partner can begin any site preparations that may be required, such as changes to infrastructure to prepare for the equipment prior to arrival. This work should be done according to the manufacturer’s advice and may require input from other local technical staff.

*"Why do people think that if something doesn’t work in wealthy countries, it will work merely by shipping it across the sea, without taking the relevant actions taken to restore it to good working condition?"* Dr. Nicholas Adjabu, Deputy Director, Clinical Engineering Department, Ghana Health Service
CHAPTER OVERVIEW: PACKING & SHIPPING THE EQUIPMENT

• Storing and packing the equipment
• Shipping Options
  – Couriersing the equipment
  – Sending the equipment by Airfreight
  – Sending the equipment by Sea Freight
• Carrying the equipment with the UK Partner on a support visit
• Finding suitable Shipping Agents and Customs Clearing Agents
• What is the export/shipping process?
  – Determining the value of the equipment
  – Determining tax and duty
  – Verifying the contents
  – Understanding and preparing the documentation
  – Managing pre-shipment inspections
  – Dispatching the goods

CHAPTER CHECKLIST:

- Follow manufacturer’s instructions for storage, packing and shipping
- Know the import requirements and work with a reliable courier or freight company that sends goods regularly to the DC
- Investigate all options for receiving tax and duty waivers

5 STORING, PACKING AND SHIPPING THE EQUIPMENT

Storing and Packing the Equipment

Manufacturer’s instructions must be consulted for moving, storing and packing the equipment.

If equipment is being collected from the UK partner for donation, it is important to identify an adequate storage area for the equipment. The collection point should ideally be convenient for both deliveries from Trust staff and pick up by the organisation responsible for testing and/or shipping the equipment.

This may be a spare warehouse or a rented container outside of the UK partner’s facilities. For small amounts of equipment, it may be within a Trust department, such as the EBME department or the storage area of whichever clinical area it is being donated from.

This collection area should provide adequate space to store and pack the equipment and it should meet manufacturer’s instructions for storage. For example, there is an acceptable temperature and humidity range within which equipment must be stored.

Some sensitive equipment requires calibration after each change of location; moves from one location to another should be limited for devices such as these. Heavy equipment may need to be packed on a pallet and moved with a forklift; in this case, the storage area should be easily accessible.

If the equipment programme within the UK partner is large and involves multiple clinical areas, it may be worth setting up small collection points at various locations within the departments. This would require a centralised tracking system and training for staff, but could be done relatively simply.

If there is no suitable location to collect equipment from the UK partner on site, storage may be negotiated with any of the organisations responsible for testing and/or shipping it. If space is rented with a local storage or freight company, the UK partner will need to pay for this unless they can negotiate in-kind support for the donation project. Local storage companies may be willing to provide space at a reduced cost.

It’s very worthwhile to hire professional packers, particularly considering the cost of replacing equipment that is damaged in transit. All items should be packed in sturdy boxes with multiple layers of bubble wrap. The manufacturer can advise on specific packing requirements and any materials that may be required (for example, a device-specific supportive frame and/or crating).

Packing companies may also provide reduced cost or free services to support the initiative. A ‘good news’ story in the local press can go a long way.

When equipment is being collected from various departments within the UK partner, be sure to secure the following for each item:
- Name of donating department and lead contact
- Name of DC partner’s receiving department and lead contact
- Signed proof the equipment is a donation for the DC partner (which could be a simple as a confirmation signature against the donation certificate and packing list)

If the equipment is packed at the UK partner’s site, the shipping agent will come to collect it from there. The agent will require specific information in advance of collection, such as what items are included, the weight and dimensions of the boxes/crates, any specific handling instructions and details of any items classified as dangerous goods (that will need to be sent by courier).

When the agent comes on site to load the transport container, there will be a limited time window (typically 3-8 hours) before they start charging for the driver’s time. Be aware of this and confirm it in advance with the company.

For heavy items that require a forklift, it’s important to know the weight of each crate and to make sure it does not exceed the load capacity of the forklift (which vary but are typically less than 1000kgs). The shipping agent will advise on this.

Be sure everything in the shipment is packed, clearly labelled and organised well prior to pick up. Ideally, items should be organised and packed as they arrive but this may not be possible depending on when and how the items are brought to the collection point. Each box should include a contents list and reference for the items it contains on the master packing list. The master (detailed) packing list must be prepared during this stage as well.
Shipping the Equipment

Shipping the equipment overseas can be the most difficult part of the donations process, as many partnerships and charities have found. Working with a courier or freight company that sends goods regularly to the DC partner’s country can help make the process much smoother and is well worth the investment.

The most important elements to remember to increase the chances of transport going smoothly are to:

• Make sure you understand the import regulations in the DC shipping company.
• Make sure all documentation is complete and that all parties have full copies of them.
• Make sure there is ongoing communication between all parties involved in the shipment – both partners, the shipping agent(s) and local customs clearing agent.

What are the Shipping Options?

There are three standard options for transporting the equipment from the UK to DC partner country: courier, airfreight and sea freight. A fourth option, which partnerships frequently employ, is for the UK partner to personally bring the equipment when on a support visit. Insurance is necessary regardless of the method.

As a general rule of thumb - the faster the shipping method, the more it costs per unit (kg).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shipping Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airfreight</td>
<td>The cost and speed of airfreight falls between couriering and sea freighting the shipment. Specialist freight companies can advise on the break-even point between couriering and airfreighting. For a rough estimate, airfreight is on average 10 times as expensive as sea freight per unit of volume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea freight</td>
<td>Best when there is a large volume of equipment (enough for a partial or full 20 or 40 ft container load) without sensitive environmental requirements and is not required urgently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courier</td>
<td>Best when the shipment is relatively small, high-value, contains dangerous goods and/or is required urgently.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Couriering the Equipment

This method is preferred for small, high-value shipments and also for shipping any items classified as dangerous goods or which require storage conditions that cannot be guaranteed in a shipping container.

DHL

DHL is a courier company that provides specialised logistics and discounted rates to aid and development organisations through its AID, Relief and Humanitarian Services team. THET partnerships are eligible for these discounted rates and can use the team’s services. In order to qualify, the partnership must submit the following to DHL:

• A letter or email from the DC partner confirming that the shipment, as itemised, is required for partnerships activities
• A statement as to the use and purpose of the equipment
• A brief overview of the partnerships activities it will contribute to (for example, training nurses on emergency neonatal resuscitation techniques)

Read more or contact DHL on +44 208 754 5944 to find out more.

Sending the Equipment by Airfreight

Most commercial airlines offer airfreight or 'cargo' services. Courier and shipping companies may also offer airfreight services; some have their own planes and others sub-contract airline cargo companies.

Major airlines that fly frequently to the DC can be contacted directly for enquiries about their cargo services. They will provide a quotation based on the per kg cost to the destination. Verify that insurance is included in the quotation (usually it is).

If these services are employed directly, the shipment will need to be packed and delivered to the cargo depot. The UK partner or a packing/shipping company can do this. The full packing list and documentation package will need to be provided at the time of drop off.

Sending the Equipment by Sea Freight

Freight is shipped by sea in one of two sizes: 20 ft. containers (approx. 33m³ total volume, or 5.9m long x 2.3m wide x 2.3m tall) and 40 ft. containers (approx. 67.5 m³ total volume, or 12m long x 2.3m wide x 2.3m tall). Standard 20 ft. and 40 ft. containers usually accommodate 25-30m³ or 55-60m³ of cargo respectively. Some companies also offer a taller 40 ft. container called a ‘high cube container’ with a height of 2.7m and there are various other non-standard sizes for special shipments.

For both 20 and 40 ft. containers you can either ship a full container load (FCL) or a less than container load (LCL). The second option (LCL) may be employed when there aren’t enough items to fill the entire container. In this case the forwarder sells the remaining space in the container to another customer. A rule of thumb is to select FCL when you have approx. 70% of the cargo capacity or more.

FCL is often the preferred method even with less than 70% of an FCL because it reduces the number of times the container will be opened and the goods will be moved, which can result in damage or items being lost. FCL may not be significantly more expensive than LCL depending on the quantity of goods; ask the shipping agent for more details.

A container can be dispatched from the shipping agent to the UK partner facility and loaded there if it is a full or close to full load (remember that time on site about a certain window is chargeable).

If the UK partner has a container on site that is being used as the collection point and storage area, the shipping company can collect it. Note that containers need to be maintained to standard. If the UK partner has sourced the container independently, it is good to enquire about this.

The container must be insured for the entire trip, from the UK partner site (or other point of storage and dispatch) to arrival at the destination seaport and onwards to the DC facility.

The total cost of shipping a container varies, based on a number of factors such as fuel costs and extra charges during peak season. A rough estimate to ship a 40 ft. container from the UK to Southern Africa with a reputable company is ~ £10-12 000.

Depending on the type of equipment being carried, many partnerships have had success with this method. Remember that customs clearance procedures can be complicated, particularly without the use of a local customs clearing agent who knows the system well. With this option, it’s very important to understand the import regulations, carry all necessary paperwork and have a local contact (and DC partner or their contacts) to assist clearing the goods through customs if necessary.

Due to airline restrictions and the roughness of baggage handling, this method is not appropriate for many types of medical equipment that require gentle transportation to prevent damage. For more robust items, however, such as training mannequins or additional spare parts for a device that was donated previously, this method is relatively straightforward and does reduce the cost of shipment.

USEFUL RESOURCE BOX:

Background reading

The following three resources provide very useful background reading:

1) Freight forwarding: Overview of freight forwarders and their responsibilities.

2) Logistics: A brief introduction to logistics’ produced by the British International Freight Association (BIFA).

3) Exporting (and importing) goods from the UK: Guide to Importing & Exporting Breaking down the Barriers

USEFUL RESOURCE BOX:

A real life example from a member of the Scotland-Malawi Partnership (SMP) is included in their good practice guide for Scottish organisations shipping donated goods to Malawi. This is an excellent resource full of practical information and recommended reading for any partners planning to ship donated equipment, not only those working in Scotland or Malawi.
Finding Suitable Shipping Agents and Customs Clearing Agents

Using Known Companies

For both UK and DC partners, it’s useful to ask around for reputable freight companies operating in the area. The DC partner can ask the MoH and in-country offices of donors and NGOs for recommendations for local freight and customs clearing agents.

UK freight forwarders that have a lot of experience shipping to a particular country will have contacts with local counterparts who can clear the goods through customs and arrange for shipment to the DC partner. The freight forwarders may also be willing to work with the partners’ recommendations for local agents.

In many countries, importers must be registered with the government’s customs and revenue agency; it is good to enquire about this when evaluating potential companies and organisations.

Diplomatic channels

The British High Commission in the DC partner country (if one exists) may be able to recommend a suitable local agent. Depending on the shipment being planned, it is possible they may even be able to assist in other capacities, such as including small items in their own regular shipments. Contact information for British High Commissions around the world:

“... we got in touch with the British High Commission in Sierra Leone and asked them for a recommendation for a local clearing agent. They told us who they used and this proved to be a great referral – not only because they were tried and tested, but also because we were able to ask ‘you were referred by...’ so it gave them an incentive to do a good job for us.”

- Shona Lockyer, Chair of Trustees, The Kambia Appeal

Similarly, the embassy or high commission of the DC partner country in the UK may be able to assist with the shipping logistics and would also have contacts for agents they employ who are used to shipping to the country. Contact information for all high commissions and embassies in the UK can be found at THET’s community of practice (CoP) site.

USEFUL RESOURCE BOX:

THET’s community of practice (CoP): this may be a useful resource for finding out which shipping companies have been employed by partnerships and what their experiences have been. Registration is free.

Some companies that THET partnerships have used include:

- AZ Intercargo
- Brendon International Limited
- Intercare
- Merlin Shipping
- Safmarine
- Safvoy
- Shipping by Sea
- Unrelated to Merlin, international health charity.

What is the Export/Shipping Process?

The process for exporting and shipping the goods from the UK is:

- determining the value of the goods for customs purposes
- determining whether tax and duty needs to be paid
- preparing all documentation properly
- determining whether an export license or other official (legal) documents are required
- managing a pre-shipment inspection (PSI) if required
- loading the goods onto the transport vessel
- sending all documentation to the clearing agent and DC partner

Determining the Value of the Equipment

- The equipment being sent must be assigned a value for customs valuation purposes.
- If the equipment is new, the initial purchase cost should be used. Include the VAT-exempt invoice for customs officials as evidence of the cost.
- If the equipment is pre-owned the depreciated value should be used – medical engineering staff, asset managers and suppliers can provide these values.
- Do not use a zero value for items, as it is likely this will be unacceptable to the DC customs officials.

Determining tax and duty

Every country is different in terms of what duty and tax rates they impose on imports, and to whom exemptions are granted. Charities and NGOs are often exempt. Government ministries for health and education are also often exempt from paying duty and tax.

Similarly, most INGOs have exemption status and may be very useful partners for shipping the goods and importing them. A letter of support from the Ministry of Health or one of these INGOs may be very useful.

Remember to factor tax and duty costs in to cost projections when weighing UK vs. DC sourcing. For example, a device that costs £1000 to purchase may have 16% tax and 25% import duty levied against it during import. Without a tax or duty waiver (exemption), it will cost £1410.

Verifying the Contents

Make sure all items included in the shipment will be accepted for import in the DC. Countries have lists of goods (and their materials) that are permissible; these lists change regularly and so should be verified at the time of shipment.

For example:

- Lithium batteries may be banned or classed as dangerous goods and require special shipment. Read more
- IT equipment, such as computers, is rarely duty waived
- Low-specification IT equipment is banned from import in many countries
- Some countries ban imports of any pre-owned electrical equipment, including medical equipment
- Non-electronic items such as blankets and bedding may be banned, or require pre-shipment inspection

When in doubt about the materials contained within a device or its associated usage and maintenance materials, consult the manufacturer and the shipping agent. For example, laboratory reagents’ material safety data sheets (MSDSs) provide detailed information about the hazardous ingredients found within the reagent and how it must be shipped.

Understanding and Preparing the Documentation

A full set of documentation must be prepared, with input from the UK partner, freight agent, supplier, DC partner, clearing agent and others as required. Once the documentation is completed and the shipment is dispatched, full copies of the documents must also be sent to the DC partner and their customs clearing agent. Originals may be necessary to meet the import requirements of the DC, in which case these documents will need to be couriered. Be sure to budget for the cost of the paperwork, which often costs ~ £200.

What Documentation is Required?

BIFA categories the documents involved in exporting and shipping goods as:

1. Transport documents
2. Official documents
3. Commercial documents

USEFUL RESOURCE BOX:

Additional options for finding an agent

The following sites may also be useful to identify local freight forwarders and those who have offices or full offices in the DC:

- British International Freight Association (BIFA)’s member directory http://www.bifa.org/content/Members.aspx
- Identify airlines that fly to the DC and may offer cargo services www.skyscanner.net
- Freightbook
- FreeIndex UK
- UK Directory
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Some companies that THET partnerships have used include:

- AZ Intercargo
- Brendon International Limited
- Intercare
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- Safmarine
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- Unrelated to Merlin, international health charity.
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1 Transport documents

The transport document will either be a bill of lading (for sea freight) or an air waybill (for air freight). For truck and rail, the waybill is called a ‘CMR’. This document is like the passport for the shipment: it provides all necessary information to allow the goods to move from the UK to the DC and also serves as contract and proof that the goods are on board the transport vessel. The shipping agent will provide the template for the bill of lading or air waybill, which will be prepared in triplicate.

The bill of lading or air waybill will include the following information:
• Full, itemised list of contents
• Number of packages, volume, and weight
• Full contact details for the ‘consignee’ (who the shipment is going to; the ECO, depending on which country the equipment is going to), the ‘consigner’ (who the shipment is from; the UK partner) and the ‘freight forwarder’ (the freight agent, local customs clearing agent and DC partner)
• Value of goods for customs purposes
• Notification of charity status

The shipping agent will require this transport document to begin customs formalities. The DC partner and clearing agent will also require the completed transport document to clear the shipment through customs. For sea freight, the original copy of the bill of lading must accompany the shipment.

2 Official documents

These are the regulatory documents that are required by law for the declaration of export of goods, such as dangerous goods notes, certificates of origin or licenses. They will depend on what is being sent, and to where.

Dangerous goods notes

A ‘dangerous goods note’ (DGN) is required for shipments of substances categorised as dangerous goods. These must be shipped by courier or airfreight. When in doubt, always ask the supplier and the freight agent if a DGN is required.

Three main factors determine whether an export license is required:
1. Is the equipment controlled? This needs to be verified by the ECO.
2. Which country is it going to? There may be sanctions and embargoes in place.
3. Is this a one-time export or the start of an ongoing export relationship?

Legislation is subject to change and it is advisable to continue to refer to the ECO links for current legislation:
• www.gov.uk/government/organisations/export-control-organisation
• www.gov.uk/do-your-goods-need-an-export-licence
• www.gov.uk/sanctions-embargoes-and-restrictions

Export licenses

While the MHRA issues export licenses for medicines, there is currently no similar export-licensing scheme for medical devices. More information about medicine export licensing can be found here. An export licence may be required for the equipment if the goods are considered controlled and being sent somewhere that has trade sanctions and embargoes in place.

About exporting controlled goods

The UK’s Export Control Organisation (ECO) is responsible for issuing export licenses for controlled goods such as military equipment, radioactive sources, products used for torture and ‘dual-use goods’ that can be used for both military and civil purposes.

While the majority of medical equipment does not fall into the category of controlled goods, certain devices (such as blood irradiators and mass spectrometers) meet the criteria and may require an export license from the ECO, depending on which country the goods are being exported to.

3 Commercial documents

The commercial documents in a transaction are many and varied. They will depend on the nature of the consignment, parties involved and method of payment. Commercial documents include invoices, insurance certificates, letters of credit, shipping instructions and others.

For partnerships managing equipment donations, this will include:
• Donations certificate or ‘free of charge (FOC) invoice’
• Insurance certificate
• Possibly shipping instructions and other documents

A donations certificate or FOC invoice is important to minimise payment of import duties. All boxes/items must be labeled with this certificate, which should include the full contact details for both partners, the estimated valuation of the items and a clear statement about the nature of the donation. Commodities listed on the certificate should include their tariff numbers for the country of import.

The freight agent, local customs clearing agent and DC partner can advise on the specifics for the DC. Remember that every country is different!
In Summary

Every country is different. Always seek advice on import requirements from the freight agent and DC clearing agent. For example, a country may:

• Ban the import of any used goods, without exception.
• Ban the import of second hand bedding and furniture, including hospital beds.
• Not offer tax exemptions, but cover the cost of the tax for certain goods.
• Ban the import of low-specification IT equipment.

Be careful what you add in to a shipment.

Donors like to add soft, light items such as blankets and clothing in to a container to fill up space, but these items can cause problems. In one instance, a container of donated wheelchairs was filled with blankets. Pre-export verification of conformity wasn’t required for the wheelchairs - but it was for the blankets and this resulted in costly delays clearing the shipment.

Make sure everything in the box/container is listed on the contents list. Any difference in the contents compared with the list can result in delays and additional costs.

Make sure the paperwork is complete and all copies (originals if necessary) are received by the customs clearing agent and DC partner in time for them to prepare for the arrival of the shipment.

While these shipping requirements can seem complex, a knowledgeable freight forwarder will make all of the difference and is the most worthwhile investment the partnership can make.

In worst-case donation scenarios, recipients have been known to pay thousands of dollars in demurrage charges (‘parking fees’) while a shipment was held at customs for equipment that wasn’t even useful. Don’t be part of this.

Many INGOs and government institutions have import duty and tax exemption status.

Make sure the DC partner engages the relevant government institutions for letters of support if required, and consider approaching INGOs for support with the import process if appropriate.

Managing Pre-shipment Inspections

Pre-shipment inspection (PSI) is a procedure in which goods are inspected for conformity prior to being shipped from the country of export. PSI is also referred to as ‘pre-conformity assessments’ and ‘pre-export verification of conformity.

Many countries require PSI, some for all goods being imported and others for goods in certain categories (including medical equipment) and/or those over a set threshold financial value.

Some examples for Kenya, Nigeria and Tanzania:

• Kenya’s PVoC programme
• Nigeria’s ‘Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON) Conformity Assessment Programme’ (SONCAP)
• Tanzania’s PVoC programme

The freight agent can advise on procedure and cost when a PSI is required.

Dispatching the Goods

Once all paperwork has been prepared and a PSI has taken place (if necessary), the shipment will be loaded on to the carrier vessel for transport. All completed paperwork can then be sent to the local customs clearing agent and the DC partner, who take over the process of clearing it through customs and receiving it in the DC.
Clearing customs

When the shipment arrives in the DC, the clearing agent/importer are responsible for clearing the goods through customs. This clearance process can be complex. In many countries, goods can only be sent to organisations (commercial or otherwise) that are approved importers or consignees by the customs and revenue authority. Approved importers are typically assigned a unique tax or trader identification number (TIN) that is used in the port’s clearance system.

An organisation other than the DC partner may be the official importer.

Process

The UK and DC partners should have a basic understanding of the clearance process, regardless of whether the DC partner is the official consignee or not. The clearing agent may require more information from the partners during the process as well, which involves:

- Undergoing customs valuation assessment (in which goods may be assigned a different value than the one submitted) and paying any taxes and duties required
- Undergoing verification of the shipment against the documents and obtaining a release for the goods from the port authority
- Being issued a loading slot so the shipment can be moved onto a transport vehicle

The description of goods on the tax/duty exemption certificates must accurately reflect the contents of the shipment. If it is selected for physical search during the verification process and the contents do not match the description exactly, the process will need to begin all over again, resulting in costly delays. This process easily takes several days. When ports are backlogged it can take much longer, and demurrage fees may still be charged even though the consignee and consignee are not responsible for the delay. Ask the clearing agent what timeframe is expected for clearance once the goods arrive. If the UK partner is funding clearing costs, it’s important to ensure finances are transferred either to the DC partner or the agent directly for these fees.
Carefully prepare customs paperwork and plan for delays

Since 2009, the Leicester-Gondar Medical and University Link has been involved in the WHO African Partnerships for Patient Safety (APPS) programme, focusing on infection control and prevention through sharps disposal and hand hygiene. Staff at University of Gondar Hospital found the alcohol-based hand rub bottles they were using weren't very user-friendly and were discouraging use: they didn't fit in peoples' pockets or have a flip lid. Sandra Kemp, the African Partnerships for Patient Safety (APPS) lead for University Hospitals of Leicester shares her experiences involving the donation of hand-held alcohol-based hand rub bottles. Sandra approached a UK-based manufacturer about donating some bottles to Gondar, and they were happy to donate enough for the whole hospital. The courier who shipped them to Ethiopia was extremely helpful and detailed enough paperwork and plan for delays

Lessons Learned:
- Carefully prepare customs paperwork and plan for delays
- It is important to have good shipping agents in place on the receiving end and for the developing country partner to have a system in place as well for ‘receiving’ donated items
- It is important to have all paperwork prepared correctly but accept delays may still happen
- Little things can make a big difference – the more user-friendly design of the bottle has encouraged staff to sanitise their hands
- Manufacturers are often very happy to provide in-kind donations, it is a good news story for them as well so it’s always worth asking

Donation of hand-held alcohol-based hand rub bottles

Since 2009, the Leicester-Gondar Medical and University Link has been involved in the WHO African Partnerships for Patient Safety (APPS) programme, focusing on infection control and prevention through sharps disposal and hand hygiene. Staff at University of Gondar Hospital found the alcohol-based hand rub bottles they were using weren’t very user-friendly and were discouraging use: they didn’t fit in peoples’ pockets or have a flip lid. Sandra Kemp, the African Partnerships for Patient Safety (APPS) lead for University Hospitals of Leicester shares her experiences involving the donation of hand-held alcohol-based hand rub bottles.

Sandra approached a UK-based manufacturer about donating some bottles to Gondar, and they were happy to donate enough for the whole hospital. The courier who shipped them to Ethiopia was extremely helpful and detailed every step of the process and what paperwork was required from UK and Ethiopian partners for each step. Unfortunately, despite all of the paperwork being in place, the bottles were held at customs in Addis Ababa for several months before being released. When the bottles did reach the hospital, they were happily accepted and staff report being much more pleased with them than those they replaced.

Lessons Learned:
- Carefully prepare customs paperwork and plan for delays
- It is important to have good shipping agents in place on the receiving end and for the developing country partner to have a system in place as well for ‘receiving’ donated items
- It is important to have all paperwork prepared correctly but accept delays may still happen
- Little things can make a big difference – the more user-friendly design of the bottle has encouraged staff to sanitise their hands.
- Manufacturers are often very happy to provide in-kind donations, it is a good news story for them as well so it’s always worth asking.

Documentation

The clearing agent will need to arrange the following documentation:
- Bill of entry (the written account of the goods entering the DC, submitted to customs to verify and approve the release of the goods)
- Duty exemption certificate (with supporting documentation of the charitable nature of the donation and a letter of support from in-country duty exempt organisation (if appropriate)
- Import licence (if applicable for the item(s) in the shipment, based on the DC’s import regulations)
- Import declaration form (with all necessary supporting documentation)

Copies of the shipping documents will need to be submitted as supporting evidence for this documentation. For example, the bill of lading/air waybill, packing list and invoice are required to support the bill of entry.

An example scenario of the customs clearance process is presented in Appendix I, courtesy of DHL’s Aid, Relief and Humanitarian Services team. This scenario outlines all of the steps necessary to clear a container through Mombasa port in Kenya and gives a good idea of the systems, offices and processes involved.

The equipment must be registered on arrival and whether any issues need to be addressed.

The equipment must be registered in the facility’s asset register. If any spare accessories or consumables were sent along with the equipment, these should be stockc in the central Stores or the storeroom of the suitable department. Similarly for spare parts, these should either be sent to the maintenance workshop or kept in Stores as appropriate.

If the equipment requires support from the Stores or procurement team to order replacement consumables, accessories or spare parts, information for placing these orders locally should be registered in whatever system is employed.

If the donation included any biomedical engineering tools or test equipment, these should be verified any differently than equipment that has been procured.

Transporting to the DC partner

The mode of transportation will depend on the size of the shipment as well as any specific transportation requirements. FCLs are often transported in the container to the final destination, while LCLs may be moved out of the container into another transport vehicle.

The clearing agent, a local transport company or the DC partner may provide transportation. Note that port authorities often grant entry to the port only to registered vehicles, which may be problematic if the DC partner sends their own vehicle to collect the shipment.

Regardless of who transports the shipment, it is important to ensure that the goods are properly packed, secured (by straps or nets) and protected from rain (transported in closed vehicles and not left outside between loading and unloading at the port or the DC partner facility). They must also be insured for this last part of the journey.

Depending on the size and weight of the shipment, heavy lifting equipment may be required at the DC partner facility, and storage space may need to identify in advance. Casual labourers may be hired to assist in moving the boxes; if so it’s important to ensure they have adequate personal protective equipment (PPE) for the task, such as steel-toed boots for moving heavy boxes.

Receiving the Equipment at the Facility

Once the shipment arrives at the DC partner there are several teams within the facility that should be involved in formally ‘receiving’ it.

Remember that equipment arriving via a donation should not be treated any differently than equipment that has been procured.

Checking the Shipment and Registering the Asset(s)

The DC partner’s processes for receiving goods, registering new assets and testing their integrity should be followed.

The shipment should first be brought to the Stores department (where one exists) or another suitable location so that the integrity of the shipment can be verified. This includes counting the boxes against the packing list and then opening them and verifying their contents against the list too. This may involve staff from Stores, the clinical area ‘receiving’ the equipment and the maintenance team.

Any discrepancies must be noted in writing, using whatever documentation the DC partner uses, such as a Stores Receipt Ledger or record book. Once this shipment integrity check is complete, the DC partner should feedback to the UK partner to let them know it has arrived and whether any issues need to be addressed.

The equipment must be registered in the facility’s asset register. If any spare accessories or consumables were sent along with the equipment, these should be stockc in the central Stores or the storeroom of the suitable department. Similarly for spare parts, these should either be sent to the maintenance workshop or kept in Stores as appropriate.

If the equipment requires support from the Stores or procurement team to order replacement consumables, accessories or spare parts, information for placing these orders locally should be registered in whatever system is employed.

If the donation included any biomedical engineering tools or test equipment, these should be verified any differently than equipment that has been procured.

Transporting to the DC partner

The mode of transportation will depend on the size of the shipment as well as any specific transportation requirements. FCLs are often transported in the container to the final destination, while LCLs may be moved out of the container into another transport vehicle.

The clearing agent, a local transport company or the DC partner may provide transportation. Note that port authorities often grant entry to the port only to registered vehicles, which may be problematic if the DC partner sends their own vehicle to collect the shipment.

Regardless of who transports the shipment, it is important to ensure that the goods are properly packed, secured (by straps or nets) and protected from rain (transported in closed vehicles and not left outside between loading and unloading at the port or the DC partner facility). They must also be insured for this last part of the journey.

Depending on the size and weight of the shipment, heavy lifting equipment may be required at the DC partner facility, and storage space may need to identify in advance. Casual labourers may be hired to assist in moving the boxes; if so it’s important to ensure they have adequate personal protective equipment (PPE) for the task, such as steel-toed boots for moving heavy boxes.

Receiving the Equipment at the Facility

Once the shipment arrives at the DC partner there are several teams within the facility that should be involved in formally ‘receiving’ it.

Remember that equipment arriving via a donation should not be treated any differently than equipment that has been procured.

Checking the Shipment and Registering the Asset(s)

The DC partner’s processes for receiving goods, registering new assets and testing their integrity should be followed.

The shipment should first be brought to the Stores department (where one exists) or another suitable location so that the integrity of the shipment can be verified. This includes counting the boxes against the packing list and then opening them and verifying their contents against the list too. This may involve staff from Stores, the clinical area ‘receiving’ the equipment and the maintenance team.

Any discrepancies must be noted in writing, using whatever documentation the DC partner uses, such as a Stores Receipt Ledger or record book. Once this shipment integrity check is complete, the DC partner should feedback to the UK partner to let them know it has arrived and whether any issues need to be addressed.

The equipment must be registered in the facility’s asset register. If any spare accessories or consumables were sent along with the equipment, these should be stockc in the central Stores or the storeroom of the suitable department. Similarly for spare parts, these should either be sent to the maintenance workshop or kept in Stores as appropriate.

If the equipment requires support from the Stores or procurement team to order replacement consumables, accessories or spare parts, information for placing these orders locally should be registered in whatever system is employed.

If the donation included any biomedical engineering tools or test equipment, these should be verified any differently than equipment that has been procured.
Again, it’s important for the DC partner to feed back to the UK partner - and to be comfortable raising any issues with the shipment as well as the good news that it has arrived. The UK partner won’t be able to provide support to resolve any issues without constructive feedback.

If the shipment is large, this process may take some time. Be sure to retain all packing materials until all acceptance tests are complete and the equipment has been officially accepted or commissioned by the biomedical engineering team. If there are any problems, it may be required to re-pack the equipment to send off-site for further investigation.

**Performing Technical Acceptance Tests on the Equipment**

Don’t bypass the biomedical engineering team.

Regardless of the level of sophistication of the individual or team responsible for equipment maintenance within the facility, it’s essential that the staff responsible for maintaining medical equipment be engaged in the registration process. Before the equipment in put into service, it should be tested to ensure it is functioning correctly and is safe to use. The same tests that were performed to verify the safety and functionality of the equipment prior to shipping it should be performed again in this new environment.

This series of ‘acceptance tests’ is part of any robust biomedical engineering service and is particularly necessary in the case of devices that have been shipped and then transported overland, possibly on rough roads.

The technical tests required to ‘accept’ the equipment can be performed by in-house staff with the appropriate skills and training, by engineers from the UK partner or by external technical service providers identified during the initial donation evaluation and planning phases (See Sections 1 and 2).

Once these steps are complete, the equipment can be ‘commissioned’ for use in its new environment. For more information about commissioning and links to additional resources, see the How To Manage Guide 3.

These tests generally include:

- Running through function tests
- Verifying the electrical and mechanical integrity of the equipment
- Verifying the electrical safety of the equipment
- Running calibration tests for equipment that require it
- For specialised equipment, running through any additional tests necessary to ensure the equipment is safe and fit for purpose (for example, radiation integrity tests for x-ray equipment, gas cylinder checks for equipment with oxygen cylinders such as anaesthesia machines and resuscitaires)

New equipment may also require assembly prior to performing these tests – if so manufacturer’s instructions should be followed. Some equipment may require different electrical plugs that should be fitted and glued on at this time.

Any issues should be noted and discussed with the relevant competent technical advisors. These must be resolved before the equipment is put into service. All tests must be recorded and the records should be attached to an acceptance form – if the DC partner uses such as record – and signed by the technical staff who performed them.

**Preparing the Environment for use of the Equipment**

If any infrastructure works were done to prepare for the arrival of the equipment, such as extending electrical connections or pipes, these works must be verified before the equipment is placed into service. The environmental conditions must also be appropriate as outlined by the manufacturer. For example, any temperature or humidity requirements should be verified.

**Entering the Equipment into the Inventory used by the Biomedical Engineering Team**

The DC partner may have an equipment inventory that is managed by the equipment maintenance personnel or an administrator that is separate to the facility’s main asset register. If this is the case, the equipment should be tagged with a unique identifier for traceability and entered into the inventory.

If there is no specific engineering inventory or logbook for the equipment, it is still useful to record the type of information an inventory would capture. This is a fragmented approach to building up an inventory, but for the purpose of the donation exercise, it is still worthwhile. The recording mechanism need not be sophisticated.

At a minimum, the inventory should capture:

- The unique identification number assigned to the equipment
- The type of equipment
- A brief description of the equipment
- Manufacturer
- Model
- Serial number (the manufacturers’ unique ID for the equipment)
- Location within the DC partner facility
- Status (“in service” or “out of service”)
- Power requirements
- Any special requirements for using and maintaining the equipment
- Who the main technical service provider is and contact information for them
- Where supplies can be sourced locally, including contact information
- The donor of the equipment and contact information for the main lead
- When the information the inventory was last updated

Reference: WHO Medical Device Technical Series: Introduction to medical equipment inventory management. Annex 9 of the HTM Guide 3 provides an excellent sample acceptance test log sheet that covers all necessary activities required to officially accept or commission the equipment.

The information captured in an inventory record should enable future users and maintenance staff to have a history of the device and contact details for support.

There are many useful resources that provide detailed guidance on cleaning customs, receipt of goods at the facility and acceptance testing.

- HTM Guide 3 Section 8 (How To Receive, Commission, And Store Goods On Site)
- WHO’s first guidelines for equipment donations (2000) have detailed transportation guidance (important to note that these have been updated to produce the current version (2011) which should be the main reference for current good practice)
- UK partner’s EBME team can advise on acceptance testing procedures
The training for users should cover:
• How to use the equipment safely and properly
• How to understand the user manual
• What to do if a problem is suspected
• How to care for the equipment (user care and maintenance)

CHAPTER CHECKLIST:
- Train the clinical staff who will use the equipment
- Train the engineering staff who will maintain the equipment
- Look at partnership activities to assess and build biomedical engineering capacity

Training
If training is required for either the clinical staff who will be using the equipment and/or the biomedical engineering staff who will be maintaining it, this should be done before the equipment is put into service. Doing so before the equipment is put into service, or use, is particularly important for the users.

“We are using this resuscitaire from the little knowledge we have.”
– registered midwife at Serenjew District Hospital in Zambia

“I know what this is and what it is for, but I don’t know how to use it.”
– registered midwife at Malole Rural Health Centre

Training the equipment users
Training the clinical staff how to use the equipment can be done by a variety of people:
• Senior clinical staff within the DC partner may be very knowledgeable and able to train the more junior clinical staff.
• UK partners often provide training on their support visits, employing a ‘train the trainer’ model.
• A manufacturer or supplier representative can also provide this training; in some cases they have been very involved with equipment donations and traveled to the DC partner to assist in commissioning the equipment and providing training on it.
• If the biomedical engineering team is highly trained themselves, they too can provide this training.

One of the most important things we do as biomedical engineering technologists is train the users how to operate the equipment safely and properly.”
– Peter Matoke, Biomedical Engineering Technologist, Kenyatta Hospital in Nairobi, Kenya

If staff responsible for equipment maintenance require more training themselves - which is often the case in DC facilities - it is very useful for them to attend the training for users alongside the clinical staff, as well as their own training on how to maintain the equipment.

Training users and maintenance staff together builds rapport and gets them talking about the equipment.

The importance of user care and maintenance
In an ideal medical equipment scenario, users are also active participants in the routine care and maintenance for the equipment. ‘User care and maintenance’ includes routine activities performed on medical equipment by the operator (user) to ensure it is in good working order. Depending on the equipment, it may also include cleaning and disinfection, calibration and changing of very minor parts.

It’s recognised that many clinical staff – particularly junior ones - are exceptionally busy with their routine job tasks and that a training session to use a new piece of equipment is an additional activity in an already busy schedule.

That being said, not receiving proper training can compromise the safety of patients and it is therefore important to make the training session efficient, but thorough enough to cover what is required and practical or ‘hands on’ so that they become comfortable with the device.

The training should be practical and appropriate to the language needs and education level of the users. It can be helpful to simplify the key steps for operating the equipment safely and properly and to put these on a piece of paper that can be put up on the wall near the equipment. Similarly, it is good practice to do the same for user care instructions, and to have a logbook nearby to record the user care and maintenance in.
The importance of dialogue to understand expectations and cultural differences

"We've learned a lot over the years about equipment donations. The most important thing is to ensure that they are in response to a specific request and that both sides are clear about each other's expectations up front. There also has to be a maintenance team at the hospital to look after what's given, or the donation won't go very far."
- Sandra Kemp

The Leicester-Gondar Medical and University Link began in 1996 to support undergraduate and postgraduate programmes at Gondar University in northern Ethiopia. Sandra Kemp, the African Partnerships for Patient Safety (APPS) lead for University Hospitals of Leicester (UHL), has been visiting Gondar since the partnership began to train nurses at University of Hospital (UGH). Throughout the years the partnership has coordinated various donations to help refurbish UGH's maternity ward, improve infection control and facilitate training programmes.

In 2002, six neonatal simulators were donated as training aides for a neonatal resuscitation course in Gondar run by Leicester staff, which included training of local trainers. When the first course finished, four of the simulators were left at the hospital on the maternity and neonatal wards and two were left at the nursing school in order to be used for future training.

However on subsequent visits to Gondar, Sandra and her colleagues began to realise that the simulators weren't being used for training between their visits and had in fact been locked away in a cupboard. Through careful dialogue with their partners in Gondar they began to realise why.

Lessons learned:
- Senior staff kept the simulators locked away for safekeeping to ensure they were working when Leicester staff were there for training visits
- Importance of dialogue - particularly to understand everyone's expectations prior to donating - from senior medical staff to junior ward staff and maintenance personnel
- Leicester staff assumed simulators would be used frequently to make most of them for training
- Gondar staff assumed they should be kept in good condition for training visits
- Issue of ownership - senior staff who have 'received' a donation on behalf their hospital or training institute may feel ownership over it and restrict access to it to limit the chance of damage

Training the Maintenance Staff

This is a crucial activity yet one that is all too often overlooked. In a study of the effectiveness of biomedical engineering services in developing world hospitals, 82.5% had not received maintenance training for any donated equipment they had ever received (10).

Similarly, engineers from the UK partner can provide this training, as can those from the manufacturer or supplier, or local technical staff who are skilled with the particular device(s).

A useful training exercise is for the maintenance staff to prepare 'quick reference guides' for the users, for each device on one sheet of paper. These guides can cover basic instructions for use and troubleshooting, as well as contact information for the maintenance team in case of a problem. The user should be made aware of the repair and replacement policies and procedures, as well as the maintenance training they are entitled to receive.

Preventive maintenance

- Overview of the equipment - what is it and what is it used for?
- Principles of operation - how does it function and what are its basic principles of operation?
- Inside the equipment - what are the major components inside, how do they interact with one another and what are the main inputs and outputs of the equipment?
- Troubleshooting - what are the common faults and how are they rectified? What tools and test equipment are required to do this?
- Preventive maintenance - what routine maintenance should be performed on the equipment? What components should be tested, and replaced if necessary?
- Safety - what adverse effect could the equipment have on patients or staff (users or maintenance personnel) and what should be done to minimise these risks?
- Maintenance tools and test equipment - what is used and how?

"Before the course, I didn't realise that maintenance was more than just something you did after something had broken down."
- Participant of DFID funded ECHO International training programme in the Gambia

While preventive maintenance is routine in places like the UK, in DC health facilities it is less common due to lower maintenance capacity. Resources may not be allocated to this activity, but the donation is a good opportunity to advocate for this.

To help prepare service-training materials, the following may be useful:
- The UK partner's EBME team
- The manufacturer and supplier
- Frank's Hospital Workshop (manuals and device overviews)
- INFRATECH
- WHO: Hospital Medical Equipment
- How to Manage Guides 4 and 5 (including sample preventive maintenance protocols)

If a full service manual was included with the donation, the training should form the basis of the training. The maintenance staff should be trained on both 'corrective' and 'preventive' maintenance. Any engineering equipment (such as test equipment) that is new will also require some training.
Using and Maintaining the Equipment

Using and maintaining the equipment beyond when it is first placed in service requires careful attention, particularly when the DC partner doesn’t have a high equipment maintenance and management capacity.

HTM Guide 4 ‘How to Operate Your Healthcare Technology Effectively and Safely’ provides guidance on how to ensure continuous operation of equipment, including:

- security
- user care and maintenance (called ‘user planned preventive maintenance’ in the guide)
- testing the electrical and mechanical integrity of the equipment
- reporting faults
- decommissioning, disposal and replacement of equipment

The WHO’s Medical Equipment Maintenance Programme Overview also provides very useful guidance on maintenance systems, including templates and recommended engineering equipment.

In addition to these activities, there must be a reliable supply chain for consumables and parts in place. It’s recognised that some of these suggestions include systemic barriers to well-functioning equipment (such as strong supply chain and good equipment maintenance and management systems).

This highlights the importance of activities within the partnership but also with other organisations the DC partner interacts with regularly, such as MOH structures and other NGO partners - that focus on building this capacity. The UK partner can also contribute to supporting the DC’s engineering or maintenance team if it is identified as a partnership priority. Finally, remember that the DC partner will eventually have to decommission the equipment, and guidance should be provided on how to do so if required.

Assessing biomedical engineering capacity in Mbeya, South Tanzania

“In a sea of difficulty there were islands of best practice.”
Jim Methven

Mbeya Referral Hospital in south-west Tanzania faces many challenges, including a high attrition rate of health workers, considerable prevalence of HIV/AIDS, malaria and pneumonia and over 60,000 blind people in the catchment area, which contains around 6 million people. The link was established following an evaluation visit to Mbeya Referral Hospital led by Mr. Soanu Verghese, one of North Cumbria University Hospital’s consultant ophthalmic surgeons in the summer of 2007. Four pressing areas of need were identified during the evaluation visit: ophthalmology, accident and emergency, infection control and biomedical engineering.

Jim Methven, Head of Medical Physics at North Cumbria University Hospital, was brought on board through the link committee to address the biomedical engineering needs. With prior experience of working in the Middle East, the Far East and the South Pacific for organisations such as the World Health Organization and the UK Crown Agents for Overseas Governments, Jim was well positioned to support a further assessment of biomedical engineering capacity.

The initial evaluation visit had identified a severe shortage of medical equipment at Mbeya hospital. In addition, there was a lack of trained staff to operate and maintain the existing equipment and inadequate logistical resources to manage the equipment. In the summer of 2008, Jim travelled to Mbeya for a two-week visit with a senior ophthalmology sister.

His primary role was to examine, analyse and comment on biomedical engineering within the hospital. To make the most of the visit, he also looked at estates management and IT capacity. A tour of the wards on the first day confirmed that there was an obvious lack of equipment and consumables, and much of the equipment was unused due to faults and an inability to obtain spare parts. The facilities themselves were also in need of maintenance.

Jim’s counterparts at Mbeya were Rwiza and Namlanda, an ophthalmology sister, a mechanical engineer and an electrical engineer. There were no dedicated medical engineers or technologists working in the hospital.

Working together, they identified the major medical equipment challenges:

- No records of maintenance work so it was difficult to determine what repair work had been done and what parts were ordered/needed
- Challenging administrative systems for sourcing and purchasing spare parts
- Poor equipment donations, with no user or service manuals or consumables
- An equipment inventory existed, but the engineering department didn’t have a copy
- No overall equipment management system in place
- Lack of suitable workshop facilities, tools and test equipment

Jim also undertook some repair work while he was in Mbeya, although he was conscious of the fact that some local staff had high hopes he could repair all of the faults and the primary purpose of his visit was to assess the biomedical engineering situation at the hospital.

Based on the work done during the visit, Jim made the following recommendations:

1. Increase size of engineering department and strengthen priority within hospital planning
2. Appoint a dedicated biomedical engineer and biomedical engineering technologists and artisans
3. Review the administrative systems for ordering parts and other biomedical engineering materials

Favourable factors

Many senior equipment users such as the head of clinical laboratories, senior operating theatre sister, and senior central sterilisation department sister look after their areas.

Various senior equipment users (such as the head of clinical laboratories, senior operating theatre sister, and senior central sterilisation department sister) look after their areas with the limited functional equipment they had and had established good equipment care practices for the staff in their areas.

With access to a good internet connection, Jim was able to source information and parts specifications from various manufacturers to assist in repairs.

Limiting factors

Without an adequate system in place, or the budget or training to establish one, the maintenance team was generally only capable of being reactive to equipment breakdowns as opposed to being proactive with planned period maintenance and inspections.

The lack of a dedicated medical equipment engineer or technologist with the requisite knowledge was a significant gap.
Chapter checklist

- Learn from and evaluate the donation
- Share stories of successes and challenges
- Support biomedical engineering capacity building

Learn from and Evaluating the Donation

Health Partnerships are in a strong position to effectively monitor and evaluate their equipment donations. The partners can jointly assess the donation exercise on the UK partner’s annual support visit, for example or the DC partner can feed back at a particular interval to the UK partner. Appendix J provides some questions to guide this learning and evaluation. This can be reviewed and updated periodically.

Support Biomedical Engineering Capacity Building

While some clinical areas are more equipment heavy than others, there are very few that don’t rely on the presence of functional medical equipment. UK partners can start small by:

Bringing an engineer along on a support visit to do an initial needs assessment and work with the equipment maintenance leads within the DC partner

Starting to ask questions about equipment maintenance and management needs and priorities in meetings with senior management

Getting to know the maintenance staff at the DC partner hospital and become an advocate for them as important health professionals, and for their training and capacity building needs

Encouraging UK EBME teams to network with other UK engineers who have done similar work and become involved in some of the online communities that focus on medical equipment in low-resource settings

Engaging with manufacturers and suppliers on behalf of their DC partners about some of their acute challenges with specific pieces of equipment – being a crucial link and advocate

Well-established partnerships could also consider developing a medical equipment partnership, provided it was identified as a priority by the DC partner and an area the UK partner could contribute expertise in. Initial activities would likely involve a needs assessment, an inventory and initial training on equipment maintenance but would depend on the specific situation of the DC partner.

Many of the challenges faced by the BME teams within UK and DC partner institutions are similar, albeit differing in scale and the resources they have to overcome them.

“We come from a medical physics department that has over 100 staff, here, there are three of them and they are expected to do everything... I think there is some usefulness to them knowing that we appreciate their difficulties, because they do have a harder job than we’ve got.”

- Rashid Brora, Head of Medical Equipment Management Services Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust.

Medical Equipment Partnerships Programme

THET currently funds five medical equipment partnerships working in Ghana, South Sudan, Ethiopia, Uganda and Zambia. Their primary focus is to build equipment maintenance and management capacity, and the projects are led by biomedical engineers and medical physicists.

For example, staff from the University College London (UCL), University College London Hospital (UCLH) and Royal Berkshire Hospital are working in partnership with Korle Bu to prepare for the arrival of Ghana’s first linear accelerator in a public hospital. Read about the project in SCOPE, the magazine for the Institute for Physics and Engineering in Medicine (IPEM).
Medical equipment is broadly defined as any device that is used to diagnose, treat, monitor or rehabilitate a patient that is not implantable, disposable or single-use. For a more detailed definition that explains how medical equipment differs from ‘health technology’ and ‘medical device’ see ‘Terminology’.

Biomedical engineering personnel are technical professionals, typically technicians, technologists or engineers, who are responsible for the management and maintenance of medical equipment.

Medical equipment lifespan refers to all stages across the lifespan of a device, from pre-selection to post-use (end of life).

Medical equipment maintenance encompasses all of the technical activities across the lifespan of a device that ensure it is safe to use and in good working order. These activities include acceptance and electrical safety testing, calibration, commissioning, preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance (repair), decommissioning and disposal.

Medical equipment management encompasses all of the planning and management activities across the lifespan of a device that ensure it is appropriate for its intended use and provides the best return on investment. These activities include: needs assessment, selection and procurement, budgeting for use and maintenance, training for users and maintenance staff (biomedical engineering personnel), running a maintenance programme, quality and risk management, and inventory and asset management. Medical equipment management is led by biomedical engineering personnel and involves a variety of stakeholders within the health institution.

Equipment standardisation is (also known as rationalisation, normalisation, and harmonisation) is the process of reducing the range of medical equipment in a health facility or system, in order to maintain and manage it more effectively.

**Equipment maintenance**

Acceptance testing and commissioning is a series of tests and adjustments made by trained biomedical engineering professionals to ensure the equipment is functioning correctly and safely before use.

Installation is required when substantial assembly work on-site is necessary. For example, equipment that needs to be permanently fixed in place (such as a fixed x-ray system) or requires permanent plumbing, electrical and/or gas pipeline connections (such as an autoclave).

Electrical safety testing is a series of technical tests to ensure the device is electrically safe to use and won’t harm the operator or patient. Electrical safety standards are produced by government agencies and international standards organisations, such as the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).

Preventive maintenance is routine maintenance performed on medical equipment by trained biomedical engineering personnel to prevent equipment malfunction.

Corrective maintenance is another term for repair, which is performed on medical equipment by trained biomedical engineering personnel to correct equipment malfunction.

User care and maintenance refers to the routine activities performed on medical equipment by the operator (user) to ensure it is in good working order. Depending on the equipment, these can include cleaning and disinfection, calibration and changing of very minor parts.

Decommissioning is the process of rendering the equipment safe and unusable when it is taken out of service and deemed unfit for reuse (either through sale or donation). It includes decommissioning, ensuring the equipment is safe and unusable. For large equipment that has been installed, the infrastructure it is removed from must be checked for safety (such as power disconnection) as well.

**Shipping**

Pre-shipment inspection (PSI) or pre-export verification of conformity (PVOC) is a procedure in which goods are inspected for conformity prior to being shipped from the country of export. Many countries require PSI, some for all goods being imported and others for goods in certain categories (including medical equipment) and/or those over a set threshold financial value; another term used for pre-shipment inspection.

Bill of lading (sea freight) or air waybill (air freight) is a legal document between the carrier of goods and the shipper that details the type, quantity, destination and receiver of the goods being shipped. It must accompany the goods and be signed by the carrier, shipper and receiver.

Packing list is a detailed list of the contents of a shipment, including contents, weight and size of each box and additional documentation as required.

Commercial invoice is a customs declaration used in foreign trade, generated by the organisation exporting the goods internationally. It is used by the importing country to calculate tariffs, and includes details of the goods and the parties involved in the shipment.

Certificate of donation or ‘free of charge (FOC) invoice’ is similar to a commercial invoice but one that clearly states the goods being transferred are being donated from the consigner to the consignee.

Tax identification number (TIN) is a unique identifier assigned to registered importers of goods. Some countries use the term trader identification number, with the same acronym (TIN).
USEFUL RESOURCES

Global Organisations

Many organisations are involved in different capacities in supplying medical equipment to low-resource settings, managing donations, delivering training programs, and working in partnership to improve medical equipment and biomedical engineering services in low-resource settings.

WHO

The WHO is a global hub for information and resources about medical devices, including policies and resolutions, quality and safety regulations, core and innovative technologies, and the assessment, use, and management of medical devices. Some of the resources available include:

- A baseline country survey that provides a global reference for medical devices by country, including what equipment and services are available
- The medical device technical series, which provides countries with guidance on needs assessments, procurement, donations, inventory management, maintenance, and computerised maintenance management systems
- The compendia of innovative devices to raise awareness of technologies that have been designed specifically for use in low-resource settings
- The facts sheets on core medical devices that are important for operations in health facilities
- The ‘Managing the Mismatch’ report from the priority medical device project that assessed the availability and current use of medical devices

These resources include guidance on assessment and planning, evaluating and measuring quality, a step-wise guide for equipping a facility and a factsheet on medical equipment support projects and the role of biomedical engineering professionals:

- Preliminary Assessment Method
- Planning Method
- PRECIS: Quality Reference Framework
- Evaluation Method
- Kitting out a health facility: 5 steps to success
- From the maintenance man to the biomedical operator: for optimal use of all the medical equipment

Note: At the time of writing, these guides had very recently been translated from French into English with parallel versions in their final English versions on HUMATEM’s website in early 2014.

Website: www.humatem.org
Email: contact@humatem.org
Telephone: +33 (0) 4 50 54 68 83

CHA International Outreach (USA)

The Catholic Health Association of the United States (CHA) is a membership association of more than 600 hospitals and 1,400 long-term care and other facilities in all 50 American states. It is the nation’s largest group of not-for-profit health care organisations, committed to improving the health status of communities and creating quality health care that works for everyone, especially the vulnerable.

CHA’s international outreach supports members, partnering organisations and the church in a global mission of healing through research, education, consultation and collaboration. Our goal is to foster the development of best practices and expansion of international initiatives that create effective, sustainable programs that reduce human suffering and improve health outcomes.

The international outreach team has produced guidance for its members on responsible medical supply and equipment donations, based on a research study that identified leading practices amongst its membership. It has also developed an assessment tool for ‘medical surplus recovery organisations’ that members can use to evaluate them to ensure their donations are made appropriately.

- Medical Surplus Donation Study: How Effective Surplus Donation Can Relieve Human Suffering
- First Do No Harm: Assessing and Selecting High Quality MSROs
- Responsible Redistribution of Medical Supplies & Equipment: Leading Practices for Hospitals & Health Systems

Website: www.chausa.org/internationaleoutreach/medical-surplus-recovery
Email: BCompton@chausa.org
Telephone: +1 314 253 3476

Examples of donation policies

- South Sudan
- Pacific Island countries

Others

Most international NGOs are involved in equipment supply and/or training and many bilateral aid agencies are as well. It’s best to enquire within the DC about specific organisations that may be working in the area.

UK-Based Organisations

Amalthea Trust

Amalthea Trust is a UK based NGO committed to improving healthcare in developing countries by providing training and support to biomedical engineers and technicians. As well as training technicians, they work with local educational and healthcare institutions to help with the development and implementation of sustainable biomedical engineering training programs, allowing countries to produce their own engineers and technicians.

Website: www.amaltheatrust.org.uk
Email: stevenl@amaltheatrust.org.uk
Phone: +44 (0) 7803504218

Dentaid

Dentaid is an oral health charity that delivers equipment, training and education to oral health professionals in low-resource settings. It provides dental health professionals with volunteering opportunities and has developed a portable dental surgery in a wheelie bin, the ‘Dentaduck’.

Website: www.dentaid.org/
Email: contact@dentaid.org
Telephone: +44 (0) 7803504218

Dentaid PLC

Dentaid PLC supplies medical equipment, pharmaceuticals and consumables to healthcare professionals in over 160 countries worldwide. Its NGO and Charities division specialises in sourcing and supplying equipment and pharmaceuticals for use in difficult environments. Teaching materials, test equipment and tools are also available. Dentaid also offers worldwide shipment by air or sea freight.

Website: www.dentaid.co.uk
Email: contact@dentaid.co.uk

HPI

Health Partners International (HPI) strengthens health systems in developing countries, including health technology management. HPI developed the Planning and Management of Assets in Health Services (PLAMAH) tool that is used to plan and implement the physical assets component of health reform processes, such as building, utilities and equipment.

Website: www.healthpartners-int.co.uk

Hilditch Group

The Hilditch Group sells redundant assets on behalf of most of the UK’s hospitals. They hold auctions of all types of medical equipment. All items are ‘sold as seen’ but Hilditch also has a list of items that are available in good working order. To see the details of the Hilditch Group’s sales and to bid, register on their website.

Website: www.hilditchauctions.co.uk
Email: mikeh@hilditchgroup.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0) 1666 822577

Health Partners International (HPI)

Health Partners International strengthens health systems in developing countries, including health technology management. HPI developed the Planning and Management of Assets in Health Services (PLAMAH) tool that is used to plan and implement the physical assets component of health reform processes, such as building, utilities and equipment.
International Development Partnerships

International Development Partnerships supports communities in rural Ethiopia. As part of its health programme, the organisation has collected used medical equipment from UK hospitals such as beds and sent them to Ethiopian communities.

Website: www.idp-uk.org

International Health Partners UK

International Health Partners is a not-for-profit relief and development organisation that works through partnerships to increase access to medicine and improve health in the developing world. We serve all people regardless of religion, race, ethnicity or gender and according to Christian values (per HIP’s Memorandum & Articles of Association).

Website: www.ihpk.org
Email: info@ihpk.org
Phone: +44 (0) 1892 784 118

Medical Aid International

Medical Aid International is a Community Interest Company that offers practical and on-going equipment support to health care projects in the developing world. We have a track record of success and have the ability to source and deliver the correct medical equipment and supplies from legitimate, high quality and verifiable donors.

Often this is pre owned equipment but we do recognise that sometimes ex-lease or new equipment is more suitable. We have proven experience in managing the logistical process to ensure that the equipment and supplies are delivered making sure in the process that all the money is spent wisely. This project management model means we can equip facilities for a reduced cost compared to buying new or even if they themselves explored the pre-owned market.

It is a fundamental principle of Medical Aid International that we support on an ongoing basis any given project or organisation that we supply and that we work very closely with the local population and existing infrastructures to ensure effective, sustainable provision of health care. This can involve education and data collection. This ensures that our support will be long-term, effective and that there is accountability. Everything that we send out is in working order and we check that it is right for the health care providers who will receive it.

Website: www.maidc.org
Email: tim@medaid.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0) 1234 930934

Medical Support in Romania

Medical Support in Romania (MSR) exists for the relief of sickness in Eastern & Central Europe, especially Romania, through the promotion of high standards of health care and good clinical practice. MSR’s focus is on a single institution, Zalea County Emergency Hospital; to upgrade and support its development through the provision of appropriate equipment, consumables, expertise & training.

From 1990 through 2012, 238 mostly British medical & specialist personnel have made 425 visits (inc 167 visits by 83 Addenbrooke’s staff) to Romania, usually to Zalea County Emergency Hospital (twinned with Hinchingbrooke Hospital). In the same period there have been 113 UK visits by Romanian medical & other staff.

Website: www.msr.org.uk
Email: pcolquhoun@msr.org.uk

Mercy Trucks

Mercy Trucks is a volunteer organisation of professionals and dedicated individuals who help link the resources of one part of the world to the needs of another by using shipping containers and trucks. The organisation provides equipment and supplies and converts trucks into mobile medical and dental units.

Website: www.mercytrucks.org
Email: RayDixon@MercyTrucks.org
Phone: +4 4 (0) 870 126 9120

Scotland Malawi Partnership (SMP)

SMP is an umbrella organisation that advocates, facilitates sharing and provides good practice guidance for Scottish - Malawan partnerships such as their good practice guide on shipping donations.

Aid to Hospitals Worldwide (A2HW)

This organisation is no longer operational. Aid to Hospitals Worldwide was a UK-based equipment donation charity that worked with NHS Trusts to supply health facilities in low-resource settings with equipment and supplies. The organisation ceased operations in 2013 but can still be contacted with queries at the time of writing; contact details are on the website.

Website: www.a2hw.org.uk/

Appropriate Technologies

Damedica (UK)

Damedica Ltd specialise in anaesthetic equipment for harsh environments. Designed for simplicity, economy and reliability, our equipment functions effectively in locations lacking first world infrastructure. Used in over 50 countries, our range extends from full hospital anaesthetic machines, to portable equipment for field hospitals and humanitarian situations.

Website: www.damedica.co.uk/english/
Email: info@damedica.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0) 1598 710066

Gradian Health Systems

Gradian Health System’s Universal Anaesthesia Machine (UAM) is designed to deliver anaesthesia in any hospital, including those where unreliable electricity and shortages of compressed oxygen preclude the use of conventional machines. In addition to installing the machine, Gradian trains clinicians and biomedical technicians on how to use and service the UAM at every hospital where it is installed. The machine is currently in use in 15 countries around the world and is a critical component to enabling safer surgery to take place at the district level.

Website: www.gradianhealth.org/universal-anaesthesia-machine

Others

Motivation

www.motivation.org.uk

CBM UK

www.cbmuk.org.uk

Handicap International UK

www.handicap-international.org.uk

HealthProm

http://healthprom.org

Kids for Kids

www.kidsforkids.org.uk

Partner Aid

www.partneraid.org

Maternal and Child Health Advocacy International

www.mchai.org.uk/

Progressio

www.progressio.org.uk

500 miles

www.500miles.org.uk/

Additional Resources for Partnerships

THET Resource Library

THET has created an online Resource Library that houses publications, presentations, case studies and tools that give advice and guidance on implementing and managing a health partnership successfully. The resources have been created by THET and external contributors working directly in health partnerships. As such, the material draws on extensive knowledge in order to provide clear and accessible guidance to make sure partnership work achieves its goals.

• THET’s International Health Links Manual
• ‘What difference are we making?’, A Toolkit on Monitoring and Evaluation for Health Links

Resource Package for African Partnerships for Patient Safety (APPS)

The resource package was co-developed by frontline health professionals through a pioneering WHO programme, African Partnerships for Patient Safety (APPS), which pairs 14 African hospitals each with a hospital in England, France or Switzerland.

APPs is concerned with advocating for patient safety as a pre-condition of health care in the African Region and catalysing a range of actions that will strengthen health systems, assist in building local capacity and help reduce medical error and patient harm.

Journals, Textbooks And Other Learning Resources

HINARI library

Many journals are available free of charge for health care professionals working in developing countries through the WHO’s HINARI programme.

Journal of Clinical Engineering

This journal is a quarterly publication for biomedical engineering professionals interested in medical technology research and experiences on topics such as regulation, quality control, assessment and management of devices. It is available through HINARI.

IPEM Medical Engineering and Physics

This journal used to be known as the Journal of Biomedical Engineering. It is now published by IPEM for engineers and clinicians and focuses on the application...
of physics and engineering to develop medical devices and technology. It is available through HINARI.

AAMI Biomedical Instrumentation & Technology

Biomedical Instrumentation & Technology (BI&T) is a bimonthly journal for developers, managers, and users of medical technology published by the US-based Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI).

Care and Safe Use of Hospital Equipment

VSO Books (1995) - Skeet M and Fear M

This resource provides practical advice for hospital staff about proper management of equipment, including guidelines on preventive maintenance and service, simple user instructions, checklists for correct and safe use of equipment and basic technical information for training of first-line maintenance staff.

Clinical Engineering Handbook (1st edition)

Elsevier (2004) - J. Dyro (editor)

This textbook provides best practice for clinical engineers from an international perspective, and includes case studies of clinical engineering in developing countries.

Medical supplies and equipment for primary health care: A practical resource for procurement and management

ECHO (2001)

This book is for health workers responsible for selecting and managing medical equipment for primary health care services in low-resource settings.

Diagnostic Imaging in the Community: a Manual for Clinics and Small Hospitals

PAHO and Rotary International (2001)

This manual is for clinics and small hospitals that are deciding whether or not to offer diagnostic imaging services, or already have the equipment and need to set it up and run it safely.

MAINTENANCE Manual for Laboratory Equipment (2nd edition)

WHO and PAHO (2008)

This maintenance manual for laboratory equipment covers the purpose, operation, installation, use, troubleshooting, preventive maintenance and troubleshooting for laboratory devices including: microplate readers, microplate washers, pH meters, balances, water baths, biological safety cabinets, centrifuges, water distillers, dilutors, spectrophotometers, autoclaves, drying ovens, incubators, microscopes, pipettes, heating plates, refrigerators and freezers, chemistry analysers and colorimeters.

Guide to Ophthalmic Equipment

ORBIS (2004)

This guide introduces some of the more commonly used devices and is mainly written for persons who are not eye care professionals wishing to know what each device looks like and to understand how it is used.

Study on donations in Ghana

PQMD (2008)

This mapping of donation practices in Ghana provides good context for how donations happen and by whom.

‘How to Manage’ series of health care technology guides

This series of guides detailing how to manage health care technologies in low-resource settings is the most comprehensive set of resources available on the topic. Published in 2005, the series of guides was developed by Ziken International in partnership with experts from international organisations such as ECHO International Health Services in the UK (no longer in existence), FAKT in Germany, the World Health Organisation (WHO), the Pan American Health Organisation (PAHO), GIZ (formerly GTZ), the Swiss Tropical Institute, and the Medical Research Council of South Africa.

The production of the guides was funded by DFID. The series of six guides cover the following topics:

- Guide 1 - how to organize a system of healthcare technology management
- Guide 2 - how to plan and budget for healthcare technology
- Guide 3 - how to procure and commission your healthcare technology
- Guide 4 - how to operate your healthcare technology effectively and safely
- Guide 5 - how to organize the maintenance of your healthcare technology
- Guide 6 - how to manage the finances of your healthcare technology management team

Each guide includes guidance, templates and resources for further reading.

Frank’s Hospital Workshop

This website is a collection of documents, experiences, best-practice procedures and teaching and learning materials about biomedical technology. It includes electronic and biomedical training modules, a library of service and user manuals, and datasheets for medical devices.

Open University Course on Healthcare Technology Management

The Open University offers a free online course on health technology management via OpenLearn LabSpace that is approximately 15 hours long.

TALC (Teaching Aids at Low Cost)

TALC is a charity that supplies affordable books and teaching aids for health promotion and community issues in developing countries.

Discussion Groups

EBME (UK)

The EBME website has over 7000 members from the medical engineering profession. It includes discussion forums, UK supplier information, product information, news and events.

Medical physics listserve (UK)

Email-based listserve is for UK medical physicists to network, discuss new developments and field questions to colleagues.

IET Appropriate Healthcare Technologies (AHT) for Low Resource Settings (UK)

The AHT conference brings together biomedical engineers, researchers, academics, manufacturers, NGOs and policy makers to discuss medical technology challenges and opportunities for low-resource settings and is an excellent networking and discussion opportunity. The Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET) hosts it every two years and in alternate years it hosted by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers (I MechE). In September 2012, Lord Nigel Crisp launched THET’s medical equipment partnerships programme at the AHT.

THET’s Community of Practice (UK and DC)

Online discussion group to communicate with other partnerships or individuals, ask questions, seek advice, offer opinions, announce events.

INFRA TECH

An email-based discussion forum (a listserve) for biomedical engineers and related professionals globally, with a focus on issues in low-resource settings. It’s an excellent network and source of information. There is also a web archive of past discussions online.

ECRI Institute Biomedtalk

Biomedtalk is an online discussion forum for clinical technicians, technologists and engineers, run by the ECRI Institute. While some topics are specific to the US, many of the discussions would be useful to UK-based practitioners as well.

Dispo INFRATECH group

This group is a collection of health technology management and global health articles and resources. Registration settings can be configured for how new content is received.

Professional Societies and Organisations

UK professional societies

Institute of physics and engineering in medicine (IPEM)

IPEM is a professional organisation representing Physicists, engineers and technologists. They are a charity with over 4,000 members from healthcare, academia and industry. IPEM have an online discussion area for members.

- IPEM policy statement: Managing Medical Physics and Clinical Engineering Services
- IPEM Scope magazine (Quarterly magazine for IPEM members)

Institute of Engineering and Technology (IET)

The IET is a professional organisation sharing and advancing knowledge to promote science, engineering and technology across the world. It has more than 150,000 members worldwide in 127 countries.

Professional Societies

Global professional societies

- International Federation for Medical and Biological Engineering (IFMBE)
- International Federation of Hospital Engineering (IFHE)
- International organization for medical physics (IOMP)
- American College of Clinical Engineering runs health technology management workshops in DCs

Other national professional associations and training institutions

APPENDIX A: UK MEDICAL DEVICE REGULATIONS AND MHRA GUIDANCE

**Guidance on managing medical devices**

The MHRA also provides guidance on good practice for organisations that manage medical equipment: Managing Medical Devices. This guidance covers lifecycle management of medical equipment including:

- monitoring/audit
- reporting adverse incidents
- acquiring the most appropriate device
- acceptance procedures for newly delivered devices
- maintenance and repair
- training
- adequacy of manufacturer instructions
- prescribing the best device
- decontamination
- decommissioning
- disposal
- transfer of ownership and legal liabilities

**Specific guidance on transfer of ownership**

Medical equipment donations to developing countries are not explicitly covered in the current version of the guidance. However, it does provide specific guidance on the transfer of ownership of equipment that should be applied appropriately to any transfer, regardless of the destination.

The MHRA recommends that all requirements a manufacturer must meet for a new device (to conform to the UK’s medical device regulations) apply equally to the transfer (sale or donation) of pre-owned equipment. The main requirement states that manufacturer provide the buyer with:

> “all the information needed to verify whether the medical device can operate correctly and safely, plus details of the nature and frequency of the maintenance and calibration needed to ensure that the device operates properly and safely at all times.”

The guidance also suggests the following be provided along with the equipment being transferred:

1. a clear statement that the equipment is being reconditioned or donated
2. certificate of decontamination
3. user manuals and training requirements
4. full details of maintenance and servicing requirements
5. service history and manual
6. usage history
7. quality assurance test details
8. safety updates, including MHRA and manufacturer documents that have been released since the medical device was first supplied.

Finally, MHRA guidance stresses that for any transfer of pre-owned equipment, both parties must be clear about their legal liabilities and the donor should ask the recipient to sign a disclaimer that the donor has no future responsibility for the equipment.

Note that at the time of writing, the guidance is currently under review. The new edition is scheduled to be available by the spring of 2014. Readers are encouraged to check with the MHRA for information and the updated version at the time of reading.

**EU and UK legislation**

The UK is the first EU member country to transpose the EU Directive 2012/19/EU on waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) into national regulations. This Directive covers the management of electrical and electronic equipment waste through reuse, recycling and other forms of recovery to reduce the environmental impact of disposal.

Directive 2012/19/EU ‘recast’ 2002/96/EC to cut down on illegal dumping of waste both in landfills within the EU and through transfers outside of the EU to developing countries. It has estimated that despite the 2002/96/EC directive, only 1/3 of the EU's WEEE was being treated appropriately.

Medical devices are contained within the scope of the directive according to Annex II: 8. Two additional categories of equipment relevant for readers of this toolkit who wish to donate medical equipment: 'monitoring and control instruments' and electronic tools' (Annex II: 6) and 'all the information needed to verify the device is fit for re-use and that it is fully functional' as described, dated and provided with full contact information for the entity responsible for the tests (be it the manufacturer, a re-seller, an engineering department with certified staff and an accredited quality system, or another responsible organisation).

The transfer must also be accompanied by the following information/records:

- Copy of the invoice and contract relating to the sale and/or transfer of ownership of the equipment which states that it is destined for direct re-use and that it is fully functional
- Name of the item, with reference to the category in Annex II of the EU Directive if explicitly listed and reference to a unique nomenclature system identifier if applicable (such as the GMDN code or the UMDN code)
- Identification of the item, including details such as make and model, manufacturer, serial number, year of production, etc.
- Records of all technical tests (functionality, safety and decontamination) as described above for each item within a consignment, including an explicit statement that the equipment is free from hazardous substances
- A declaration by the liable person on its responsibility
- A declaration made by the holder who arranges the transport that none of the material or equipment within the consignment is waste as defined by Article 3(1) of Directive 2008/98/EC

During a transfer, the results of these tests must accompany the device; if the device is unpacked they should be attached securely but not permanently to the device itself. If the device is packed, they should be affixed to the packaging so they can be read without unpacking the equipment.

The transfer must also ensure appropriate protection against damage during transportation, loading and unloading in particular through sufficient packaging and appropriate stacking of the load. It must also be accompanied by a relevant transport document such as a bill of lading or an air waybill. It must also be accompanied by a relevant transport document such as a bill of lading or an air waybill.

This is necessary to be able to properly demonstrate that the donation shipment contains functional equipment intended for re-use that should reach the DC partner institution in good working order. Otherwise, the shipment may be assumed to be a shipment of waste outside of the EU, which is illegal and subject to Articles 24 and 25 of EU regulations on shipment of waste.

Readers are encouraged to consult the UK government at the time of reading for the final version of the new UK WEEE regulations and guidance on compliance. The EU also provides further reading about the WEEE and the new Directive.

APPENDIX B: LEGISLATIVE CONTEXT FOR PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT TRANSFERS OUTSIDE OF THE EU
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APPENDIX C: TO DONATE OR NOT TO DONATE?

The partners should read through the remaining sections of the toolkit for more detailed information while answering these questions.

What Should be Asked in the UK?
- Do you have a very clear idea of what equipment is required?
- Do you have an understanding of the DC partner's capacity to use and maintain the equipment?
- Is the proposed equipment appropriate and suitable to their current situation?
- Are you able to either provide or arrange for any training that may be required for the recipients to both use and maintain the equipment?
- Have you factored in the costs of this training?
- Are you able to provide ongoing advice to the DC partner if they require it?
- Do you know what the electrical requirements are at your partner hospital?
- What voltage and frequency does their power system operate on?
- How reliable is the electrical supply in the hospital? Do they have scheduled or unscheduled interruptions?
- If the equipment requires 3-phase power, is it available or does it need to be set up?
- Are you able to source all of the necessary support items initially required for the equipment, such as user and service manuals, accessories and consumables, spare parts and any necessary electrical equipment (such as voltage regulators, converters, or uninterruptible power supplies) for a certain period of time?
- Do you have clinical and technical (engineering) staff available to provide this advice? If not, can you arrange for it with another agent, such as the supplier or manufacturer?
- Do you know how the equipment can be sourced?
- Have you looked into in-country procurement of new equipment? Would you be able to finance this as an alternative to UK sources of equipment?
- Do you know much it will cost to ship the equipment and what is required of you?
- Do you have the capacity to finance the operation and maintenance costs for the equipment (for a specific time period) if your partner does not?
- If you are planning to donate equipment that currently owned by your Trust, are you aware of all relevant policies and procedures relating to removal from service and transfer of ownership?
- Are you adhering to all relevant Trust policies on equipment disposal and donation?
- Do you have the support of your Trust’s leadership for the donation?
- Do you understand the requirements of the EU directive 2012/19/EU and are you able to meet them? Who will you need to engage to provide the technical services to meet these requirements?

What Should be Asked in the DC?
- Does your hospital - or your MoH - have a policy on equipment donations? If so, what requirements are outlined in it and will the proposed donation meet them?
- Does your hospital - or your MoH - have a procurement policy? If so, will the donation meet its main requirements?
- Is there a genuine clinical need for the equipment?
- Would the equipment require changes in processes and if so, have these been discussed and are you able to manage the changes?
- Do you have clinical staff already trained on the type(s) of equipment?
- If the equipment is sophisticated, does your clinical staff require additional training on an unfamiliar brand of the device (i.e. a new manufacturer, make/model)?
- Are you technical/maintenance/engineering staff aware of the proposed donation, and do they have input about the maintenance requirements?
- Have the technical/maintenance/engineering staff been trained to maintain this type of equipment?
- Do they have the right tools and any special engineering equipment to do the maintenance?
- Are they able to order any spare parts they may need?
- If you don’t have a technical/maintenance/engineering team who can do the maintenance, is there someone locally who can be contracted to service the equipment?
- Is there enough space for the equipment in the area in which it is needed?
- What is your electrical supply situation?
- Is there proper infrastructure for the equipment? For example, it may require room ventilation; three-phase power or uninterruptible power supply (UPS), water and/or medical gas supply.
- Is your senior leadership aware of the proposed donation, and do they support it? Are they aware of the financial implications of using the equipment?
- Is there a budget in place for ongoing costs associated with the equipment, such as consumables and reagents, maintenance materials (such as spare parts) and a service contract if necessary?

Stage 1: Deciding whether or not to donate
- Clarify what equipment is needed, and what support is required for it to be useful
- Determine whether the needs can be met by both partners
- Based on this assessment, decide whether or not to proceed with the donation

Stage 2: Planning the donation
- Agree on the terms of the donation
- Develop a project plan outlining the activities, tasks, stakeholders and timelines for the donation
- Draft a donation agreement

Stage 3: Supplying the equipment
- Examine all options for sourcing equipment and select the best one
- Source all the materials needed to use and maintain the equipment, including tools and test equipment
- Helpful to supply equipment or use manufacturers that are already used by the DC partner

Stage 4: Verifying quality & safety
- The quality and safety of the equipment must be verified prior to sending it to the DC partner
- The equipment must be proven to be functional or it will not meet legislative requirements for transfer
- A medical engineering team is essential to verify and document the quality, safety and functionality of the equipment

Stage 5: Storing, packing & shipping
- Follow manufacturer’s instructions for storage, packing and shipping
- Know the import requirements and work with a reliable courier or freight company that sends goods regularly to the DC
- Investigate all options for receiving tax and duty waivers

Stage 6: Receiving the equipment
- Be aware of the customs clearance process in advance and make sure everything in the container is listed on the packing list and allowable for import
- The DC partner’s processes for receiving goods, registering new assets and testing their integrity should be followed
- Important that the DC partner feeds back to the UK partner any issues with the shipment

Stage 7: Putting the equipment into service
- Train the clinical staff who will use the equipment and the engineering staff on both ‘corrective’ and ‘preventive’ maintenance
- Commission the equipment
- Look at partnership activities which could assess and build biomedical engineering capacity
### APPENDIX E: MEETING THE WHO’S SUITABILITY CRITERIA

The WHO has five criteria for determining whether a proposed donation is suitable. These questions help determine whether the proposed donation is suitable or not.

1. Is the equipment appropriate to the setting? Yes, if it is:
   - suitable for the level of facility and service provided
   - acceptable to staff and patients
   - suitable for operator skills available
   - suitable for the local maintenance support capabilities
   - compatible with existing equipment and consumable supplies
   - compatible with existing utilities and energy supplies
   - suited to the local climate, geography and conditions
   - able to be run economically with local resources

2. Is the equipment good quality and safe? Yes, if it is:
   - of sufficient quality to meet requirements and last a reasonable length of time
   - made of durable materials
   - made from material that can be easily cleaned, disinfected, or sterilized without rusting
   - manufactured to meet internationally recognized safety and performance standards
   - suitably packaged and labelled so that it is not damaged in transit or during storage
   - provided by reputable, reliable, licensed manufacturers, or registered suppliers

3. Is the equipment affordable and cost-effective? Yes, if it is:
   - available at a price that is cost-effective. Quality and cost often go together. (for example, the cheaper option may be of poor quality and ultimately may prove to be costlier in the long term)
   - affordable in terms of costs for freight, insurance, import tax, etc.
   - affordable in terms of installation, commissioning, and training of staff to use and maintain
   - affordable to operate (costs of consumables, accessories and spare parts over its life-time)
   - affordable to maintain and service
   - affordable to dispose of safely
   - affordable in terms of the procurement process (for example, the cost of a procurement agent or foreign exchange)
   - affordable in terms of staffing costs (for example, costs of any additional staff or specialised training required)

4. Is the equipment easy to use and maintain? Yes, if it is:
   - the donation solicitor has the necessary skills in terms of operating, cleaning and maintenance
   - instructions and manuals are available in the proper language
   - user training is offered by the supplier or donor
   - local after-sales support is available with proven technical skills
   - the possibility of additional technical assistance through service contracts exists

5. Does the equipment conform to the recipient’s policies, plans and guidelines? Yes, if it is:
   - Conforms with any active purchasing and donations policy that may exist
   - Conforms with any equipment standardisation policies that may exist
   - Conforms with the level of technology described in any standard equipment lists and generic equipment specifications that may exist
   - Conforms with any conclusions resulting from a review of literature and comparative products
   - Conforms with any conclusions resulting from feedback regarding previous purchases and donations

[WHO donation guide, page 16]
APPENDIX G: DONATION AGREEMENT TEMPLATE

Some of these sections will be more applicable to pre-owned equipment being supplied from the UK than to new equipment procured in the UK or the DC. Be sure to reference relevant standards and legislation being met.

Content can be filled in as the planning progresses, and the agreement should be consistent with other partnership documentation and processes. This agreement is a template only that can and should be adapted by the partners.

1. Background

Recommended content:
- Who are the partners and what is the history of the partnership?
- What is the motivation for the donation?
- How will it contribute to the partnership objectives?
- What were the outcomes of the needs and capacity assessment?

An example of a the motivation for a donation is: “To provide Katete General Hospital with an appropriate, functional ultrasound scanner to improve prenatal screening services.”

Any documentation from the needs and capacity assessment that is relevant can be appended to the donations agreement.

Guidance for section 1: Background

2. The equipment and related items

Recommended content:
- What medical equipment is being donated?
- What tools and test equipment are being supplied with the equipment?
- What accessories, consumables, reagents and spare parts are being supplied as well?
- What information and training materials are being supplied with the equipment?

This is a good place to state that the equipment is fully functional and intended for re-use in the DC.

If the donation includes several items, a list can be drawn up with quantities and details and appended to the back of the agreement.

If it’s the UK partner itself, be clear about the transfer of liability for the equipment (which differs from a supplier that may offer a guarantee or warranty).

Include as much specific information as is known at this stage of the process about the medical equipment being supplied, such as type, manufacturer, model and model, serial number, quantity, etc. Include the same type of information for the maintenance resources (tools and test equipment).

Include details of which accessories (such as leads), consumables (such as filters and tubing), reagents and spare parts are being supplied and/or required for the equipment for a specified agreed upon period of operation.

Include details about the information and training materials being supplied with the equipment, such as the user manual, the maintenance manual, spare parts listings, accessory, consumable and reagents parts listings (and supplier contact details), and other training materials included.

Guidance for section 2: The equipment and related items

3. Supplying the equipment and related items

Recommended content:
- Who is involved in equipment supply from the UK and what certification do they have?
- What else are they providing (i.e. shipping, technical support to the DC partner, etc.)?
- Are they offering a guarantee or warranty if they are a manufacturer of supplier?
- What is the total cost and how is it being covered?

Provide all information about the UK supplier(s) of the equipment, including their terms and conditions and the standards they meet.

If it’s the UK partner itself, be clear about the transfer of liability for the equipment (which differs from a supplier that may offer a guarantee or warranty).

If equipment is being supplied locally in the DC, provide details of the local policies and procedures that will be followed and the availability of technical services locally.

Guidance for section 3: Supplying the equipment
4. Technical services for pre-owned equipment from the UK

Recommended content:
• Which technical services have been performed on the equipment before it is shipped?
• Who has performed the tests and what certification do they have to perform the tests?
• What records of the tests are provided?
• What are the costs associated with the services and who is covering them?

This should include a summary of the technical tests performed to ensure the device is fit for re-use (if pre-owned), free of hazardous substances and any maintenance done on it. The summary doesn’t need to contain details of the tests, this is captured in the reports, which can be appended to the agreement when ready. Reference any specific DC import requirements that must be met and any special shipping requirements. Reference any local standards for transport, acceptance at the facility and testing.

5. Storing, packing and shipping the equipment

Recommended content:
• How is the equipment being stored and packed?
• Which shipping agent has been identified and how are the goods being shipped?
• What are the customs requirements and how are they being met?
• What are the costs associated with the services and who is paying them?

For equipment being supplied locally in the DC, provide similar details about the technical services being provided initially. Include organisations that may be involved in supporting a tax and duty waiver application.

6. Receiving the equipment

Recommended content:
• Who is clearing the goods through customs?
• How are they being transported to the DC partner facility?
• Who is receiving the equipment at the facility and verifying its contents?
• Which technical service providers (from within the DC partner or external to it) will perform acceptance testing and commission the equipment?

Include details about the local freight agent and customs clearance, the transportation plan and any special requirements. Reference any local standards for transport, acceptance at the facility and testing. The DC partner should commit to feeding back to the UK partner with any problems. Provide a brief commitment to regular communication between all stakeholders in this process.

7. Using and maintaining the equipment

Recommended content:
• What user training is required and who will provide it?
• What service training is required and who will provide it?
• Will it include training of trainers?

Reference any materials identified for the training course(s), as well as the plan for follow up support (if any).
9. Communication

Recommended content:
• How will the partners communicate about the donation?
• How will issues be addressed and resolved?
• Are both partners clear about the other’s expectations?

Provide very brief details about the partnerships usual communication channels and who may be involved in more frequent communications regarding the donation.

Guidance for section 9: Communication

Describe the monitoring and evaluation plan for the donation. It should be useful and not very onerous.

---

8. Monitoring and evaluating the donation

Recommended content:
• How will the donation be monitored as it’s progressing?
• How will the partners evaluate it?
• How will this inform future partnership activities?

Describe the monitoring and evaluation plan for the donation. It should be useful and not very onerous.

Guidance for section 8: Monitoring and evaluating the donation

---

APPENDIX H:
SAMPLE LETTER OF WAIVER OR INDEMNITY

Date:
(Project’s address)

Dear …………..

Letter of Waiver or Indemnity

Please we would ask you to sign this letter of waiver or indemnity.

I, (project rep or coordinator) on behalf of (name of project), hereby agree that:

The …………………….(Donor).……………..will not be liable for any issues with the equipment, with regards to inaccuracy of data and the infrastructure.

Any problems that may be seen as misuse from the equipment or incident thereof will be ………………… (project).…………….. sole responsibility.

The testing and accuracy of the equipment and subsequent incorporation to your department quality systems is also your sole responsibility.

There will be no legal commitment on the part of ………………….(Donor).……………..or any of it's employees if an injury or incorrect treatment is delivered to the patient due to the use of the equipment.

There will be no expectation of resources from ………………….(Donor).…………….., and if any is required, the cost will be negotiated between the relevant parties.

Signed: …………………….

Kind regards

Sincerely,

………..…………………………

(Donor)
This is an example of the process undergone to clear a container of equipment at Mombasa’s seaport in Kenya, provided by Manager for UK and Ireland Aid and Relief Services with DHL.

Documents required:
- Bill of lading
- Commercial invoice
- Gift certificate
- Packing list
- Freight invoice or charge information

Obtain confirmation of vessel arrival and shipping line’s manifest info
Enter details onto customs’ SIMBA system - if the system is up and the internet is working.
Obtain Mombasa Port Release Document from Port Authority after unloading from vessel to add to our docs for customs endorsement
Shipping line will also enter info to customs - if there is an error allow an extra day
Wait for customs response on duty/tax calculation. On many entries customs will re-assess values/classifications - if this happens...
- Request customs to cancel the original entry so we can re-enter
- customs often take 24 hours to action request
- Pay duty by cheque and obtain official receipt - often 2 hours queue

Once entry is passed, clerk goes to the Central Docs Office (CDO) within Mombasa port with hard copies of all docs. CDO officers will check all docs are genuine and compare with info on SIMBA - if the system is up and the internet is working! If not, go back the following day.

Take the approved docs from the CDO to the officer who decides which containers will be allowed normal verification and which are selected for scanning or physical search - hope ours isn’t one of them.
Take documentation the Kenya Bureau of Standards Quarantine/ Health office for their approval
Go to the Port Authority Office for confirmation and payment of the port charges
The Port Authority checks our docs against hard-copy docs from the shipping line - any discrepancy will be a one day delay while an amendment is filed
Container is transferred to the verification area - normally around 6 hours unless selected for scanning/ physical search, in which case 24-48 hours is normal
If the cargo is not as described on the documents customs may require any or all of the above steps to be repeated!

When customs are happy the release order is handed to the port authority who issue a loading slot for the truck collecting the container from the port - bookings are rarely for the same day

APPENDIX I: EXAMPLE OF CLEARING A CONTAINER AT MOMBASA PORT, KENYA

APPENDIX J: POST-DONATION ASSESSMENT FORM

Which items of equipment were donated?
Did any of them arrive damaged?
What is the current status of the different pieces of equipment?
Which items are not working (if any), and why?
Which clinical areas were they sent to?
Was installation required for any of the equipment? If so, who did the work and were there any problems encountered?

Did the maintenance staff test the equipment when it first arrived? If so, what tests did they perform?

Do you have the consumables you need to operate the equipment (if required)? If not, which ones are difficult to source and why (cost, hard to find supplier, etc.)?

Do you have any parts to repair the equipment if needed? If not, what are you missing and why (expensive, hard to find supplier, etc.)?

Did any training for users take place? If so, who performed the training and when did it take place? How long was it and what (generally) was covered?

Did any training for the maintenance staff take place? If so, who performed the training and when did it take place? How long was it and what (generally) was covered?

Do the maintenance staff have any tools or test equipment to perform maintenance on the equipment? If yes, which ones?

Is the equipment on a service contract? If so, do the engineers come on schedule and are you satisfied with their work?

Do you have user and service manuals for the equipment? Where are they?

Who do you call if the equipment stops working?

Has the equipment enabled you to offer new services?
Had it enabled you to expand services?

Have there been any unintended bad consequences of the equipment?

How often do you contact your partner hospital about the equipment?

Feedback on the overall experience – 3 things that went well and 3 things to change